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Abstract 

Studies in diabetic patients, experimental animal models and tissue culture cells 

treated with high glucose have shown a close association between pathologic vascular 

growth, over-expression of the angiogenic factor vascular endothelial growth factor 

(VEGF) and oxidative stress. Studies of diabetic patients and high glucose treated cells 

have also shown increased levels of tyrosine nitration, a marker for the formation of the 

reactive nitrogen species peroxynitrite. Excess formation of reactive oxygen/nitrogen 

species has been shown to activate two transcription factors that regulate the expression 

of VEGF, hypoxia-inducible factor-I (HIF-1) and signal transducer and activator of 

transcription 3 (STAT3). These observations suggest that diabetes causes increases in 

VEGF expression due to the effects of high glucose in stimulating the formation of 

peroxynitrite, which l~ads to the activation of the transcription factors HIF-1 and/or 

ST AT3 and increases in VEGF expression. This hypothesis was tested by experiments 

using primary cultures of retinal endothelial cells treated with peroxynitrite or high 

glucose. Both treatments .increased VEGF mRNA and protein levels. Further, 

pretreatment with the 'specific peroxynitrite decomposition catalyst FeTPPs blocked the 

increase in VEGF expression. To determine if HIF-1 and/or STAT3 play a role in the 

peroxynitrite-induced VEGF expression, studies were done to analyze the activation 

patterns of both transcription factors. These studies showed that peroxynitrite had no 

effect on the activation or nuclear translocation of HIF-1 a, but did induce a rapid 
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activation and nuclear translocation of STAT3. To further explore the role of STAT3 in 

the VEGF expression, cells were treated with peroxynitrite or high glucose in the 

presence or absence of an adenoviral vector expressing dominant-negative STAT3. Over

expression of the dominant-negative STAT3 blocked the effects of either peroxynitrite or 

high glucose in increasing VEGF mRNA. Further, treatment with FeTPPS blocked the 

effects of high glucose in stimulating activation of STAT3. A non-receptor tyrosine 

kinase, cSrc, has been shown to play a role in the activation of ST AT3 as well as the 

induction of VEGF expression during tumor angiogenesis. To determine if cSrc plays a 

role in ST AT3 regulated VEGF transcriptional activation, retinal endothelial cells were 

transduced with an adenovirus over-expressing a constitutively active Src (vSrc). The 

vSrc transduction induced activation of STAT3 and increased VEGF expression. Further, 

FeTPPs blocked the effects of peroxynitrite and high glucose in stimulating activation of 

cSrc. Additionally, the Src inhibitor PPl blocked the effects of peroxynitrite anµ high 

glucose in· increasing VEGF mRNA and protein expression. This work is the first to show 

that 1) high glucose-induced peroxynitrite formation increases· VE_GF expression, 2) 

STAT3 activation by high glucose-induced peroxynitrite formation regulates VEGF 

expression and 3) cSrc activation by high glucose-induced peroxynitrite formation 

activates STAT3 and increases VEGF expression. 
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Introduction 

Overview and Hypothesis 

Diabetes affects more than 18 million people in the United States and is the 

leading cause of blindness in adults in the western world. The first clinical signs of 

diabetes-induced ocular disease is an increase in vascular permeability as detected by 

lipid exudation. This may be followed by retinal edema and eventually neovascular

ization and blindness (Sheetz, et al., 2002). In diabetic patients and in experimental 

models of diabetes, there is a strong correlation between pathologic vascular growth, 

over-expression of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and increased oxidative 

stress. Clinical trials have shown that the most important factor in controlling the 

complications of diabetes is the strict control of glucose levels (DCCT, 1993). 

VEGF is a potent permeability factor and endothelial cell mitogen that is 

important in endothelial cell migration, proliferation and survival. VEGF plays an 

important role in several diseases that involve pathological angiogenesis such as tumor 

growth and metastasis, rheumatoid arthritis and several ocular disease states (Ferrara, 

1999). These functic;ms of VEGF, with evidence of its over-expression in the diabetic 

retina and its role as the primary initiator of pathological angiogenesis, make it a primary 

target of therapeutic research in diabetic retinopathy. 
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Increased levels of intracellular glucose can lead to profound changes in cellular 

metabolism leading to the accumulation of altered macromolecules. Increased activity in 

the aldose reductase pathway, formation of glycated proteins and activation of a number 

of PKC isoforms have been suggested to contribute to vascular injury in diabe_tes. These 

pathways can induce ROS formation, but may also be induced by ROS formation 

(Nishikawa, et al., 2000; Spitaler, et al., 2002). Studies have demonstrated that inhibition 

of ROS formation can prevent diabetes-induced vascular dysfunction in the retina 

(Kowluru, et al., 2000; Kowluru, _et al., 2001). Moreover, recent studies in our lab have 

shown increased peroxynitrite formation in the diabetic retina associated with VEGF 

over-expression and vascular permeability (El-Remessy et al., 2003). 

VEGF expression is tightly controlled. Several transcription factors that regulate 

VEGF expression have been described. Two important transcription factors that have 

been shown to play a role in VEGF expression in cancer biology are hypoxia-inducible 

factor-I (HIF-1) and signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) 

(Bowman, et al., 2000; Maxwell,· et al., 1997). Both of these factors have been shown to 

be activated by reactive oxygen species and by cytokines (Bartoli, et al., 2003; Shih, et 

al., 2001; Tacchini, et al., 2002). 

Tyrosine phosphorylation plays an important role in many signal pathways. 

Recent studies have suggested that the non-receptor kinase cSrc an important modulator 

of STAT3 activity as well as activation of HIF-1 in tumor growth (Jiang, et al., 1997; 

Niu, et al., 2002; Yu, et al., 1995). Activation of cSrc has also been observed _ in 

conditions of peroxynitrite formation in some cell types (Minetti, et al., 2002). 
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Together, these data support the hypothesis that high glucose-induced VEGF 

over-expression in microvascular endothelial cells is induced by the formation of 

peroxynitrite, which modulates the activation of Src kinase leading to the activation of 

transcription factors HIF-1 and/or STAT3. A working model of the hypothesis is seen in 

Figure 1. 

Hypothesis and Specific Aims 

This hypothesis has been tested by accomplishing the following three specific aims: 

Aim 1: Test the hypothesis that high glucose induces VEGF expression in retinal 

microvascular endothelial cells via peroxynitrite. 

A) Determine effects of peroxynitrite on cell viability/cytotoxicity. 

B) Determine the direct effects ofperoxynitrite on VEGF expression in bovine 

retinal endothelial cells and other vascular cells. 

C) Determine the effects of high glucose on VEGF expression in bovine retinal 

endothelial cells and whether peroxynitrite plays a role in the high glucose

induced VEGF expression. 

Aim 2: Test the hypothesis that high glucose-induced peroxynitrite formation stimulates 

VEGF expression that is dependent on the transcription factor STAT3. 

A) Determine the direct effects ofperoxynitrite on the activation of the VEGF 

transcription factors HIF-1 and STAT3. 

B) Determine if peroxynitrite-induced VEGF transcriptional activation is STAT3 

dependent. 
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Figure 1. Working hypothesis. 

Drawing describing the working hypothesis for this study. This drawing shows the 

hypothesized molecular mechanisms involved in high glucose-induced VEGF 

expression. 
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C) Determine if high glucose-induced VEGF transcriptional activation is 

dependent on STAT3 and whether high glucose-induced peroxynitrite formation 

plays a role in the high glucose-induced activation of STAT3. 

Aim 3: Test the hypothesis that cSrc mediates high glucose-induced VEGF expression 

and STAT3 activation ,by peroxynitrite. 

A) Determine whether Src kinase can mediate increased activation of STAT3 and 

VEGF Expression. 

B) If so, determine whether peroxynitrite and /or high glucose can activate Src 

C) Determine whether peroxynitrite and/or high glucose-induced increases in 

VEGF expression are Src kinase dependent. 

Literature Review 

Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor 

Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) was first characterized as a highly 

specific endothelial cell mitogen and angiogenic factor (Ferrara, et al., 1989; 

Gospodarowicz, et al., 1989; Leung, et al., 1989; Plouet, et al., 1989). Vascular 

permeability factor (VPF) was characterized as a factor that induced vascular leakage in 

blood vessels associated with tumors (Dvorak, et al., 1995; Senger, et al., 1983). It was 

later discovered that both of these factors are the product of one gene, VEGF (Neufeld, et 

al., 1999). Many other factors such as" fibroblast growth factor (FGF), tumor necrosis 

factor or hepatocyte growth factor have been identified as angiogenic factors in certain 

models, but these factors also have growth promoting effects on cells other than 

endothelial cells. Research in transgenic and knock-out mouse models have lead to the 
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discovery of other endothelial specific factors that are important in angiogenesis. 

However, VEGF appears to be the most important of the endothelial specific angiogenic 

factors because it initiates the formation of blood vessels in vasculogenesis and 

angiogenic sprouting (Yancopoulos, et al., 2000). 

The VEGF gene family consists of five members. After discovery ofVEGF, also 

known as VEGF-A, its four relatives were discovered by their homology to VEGF; these 

are placental growth factor (PlGF), VEGF-B, VEGF-C and VEGF-D. The VEGFA gene 

is compos~d of eight exons and seven introns. Alternative splicing of transcripts gives 

rise to five isoforms,. VEGF121, VEOF144, VEGF16s, VEGF1s9, and VEGF206, The most 

prominent isoform is VEGF 16s (VEGF), a 45 kDa homodimeric glycoprotein. 

These VEGF proteins demonstrate preferential binding to the three different 

VEGF receptors; VEGFR-1 (flt-1), VEGFR-2 (flk-1/KDR) and VEGFR-3 (flt-4). VEGF 

. . 
binding induces receptor dimerization, autophos-phorylation and activatio11-. Transduction 

of the VEGF signal through these receptors produces its varied activities. VEGF-A 

(VEGF16s) binds VEGF receptors flt-1 (VEGFR-1) and flk-1/KDR (VEGFR-2) as well as 

the semaphorin receptors Neuropilin-1 and Neuropilin-2 as seen in Figure #2 (Eriksson, 

et al., 1999; Ferrara, et al., 2003)~ VEGF-C and VEGF-D bind to the receptors VEGFR-2, 

as well as VEGFR-3 expressed on endothelial cells oflymph vessels. VEGF-C is known 

to be involved in lymphangiogenesis (Scavelli, et al., 2004). PlGF binds specifically to 

VEGFR-1 along with VEGF-A and VEGF-B. VEGF-A, also binds VEGFR2. Some 
' \. 

isoforms of VEGF-A also bind to the extracellular matrix (ECM). VEGF binding to the 

ECM and the neuropilins appears to induce no biological response. The neuropilins are 

believed to act as co-receptors whereas the ECM acts as a scavenger 
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Figure 2. VEGF Receptors. 

Drawing showing the members of the VEGF family of proteins. Arrows show the 

receptors that each VEGF binds. 
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and possible reservoir for VEGF as well as other extracellular growth factors and 

cytokines (Neufeld, et al., 1999; Omitz, 2000). 

VEGFR-2 plays the major role in developmental angiogenesis and vasculogenesis 

through the development of blood islands and blood vessel organization (Shalaby, et al., 

1995). There is a consensus among researchers that VEGFR-2 is the major mediator of 

VEGF-induced biological activity. Activation of VEGFR-2 results in mitogenic and 

·. :-•:?:.\.,·.' .. _..····.;r:.,_· 

:.<•,.-'.'~:;~-- ~1/;;::/:'·1::·~- prosurvival effects in endothelial c.ells, and also in permeability-inducing effects not seen 
... · .. .,. - . . '-~:~s-,-,;1~2~F 

···-.:,:· .. ·: /·-~--with activa#ort-VEG:F.R-1 (Gerber, et al., 1998; Gille, et al., 2001) . 
. ,· . . . . . - ... ·. . . _'_-:· J~.-:.~{~!'. -; . 

Studies ·oftne.~~~cific activities of VEGFR-1 have been controversial. VEGFR-1 

was once thought to be a decoy receptor for VEGF and thus to act as a negative regulator 

of VEGF signaling, and several studies suggest that in vasculogenesis this is true 

(Ferrara, et al., 2003). However, recent studies have suggested important roles for 

VEGFR-1 which may be dependent on the cell types where it is expressed or on the stage 

of development (Luttun, et al., 2004). Recent studies have shown that PlGF is up

regulated in endometriosis and in the uterine secretory phase of the menstrual cycle, and 

may be regulated by ovarian hormones (Suzumori, et al., 2004). In addition, PlGF and 

VEGFR-1 play a role in hematopoiesis (Rafii, et al., 2003). VEGF-B also binds only to 

VEGFR-1 and studies have shown that a VEGF-B mouse knock-out model is normal 

except for smaller heart size ·and a dysfunctional cardiac vasculature (Bellomo, et al., 

2000). Supporting this are studies that show that VEGF-B is more highly expressed in the 

developing mouse myocardium than in other tissues and this suggests that VEGF-B may 

be important in angiogenesis in heart development (Aase, et al., 1999). Furthermore, 

recent studies have ·shown that blocking VEGFR-1 in a variety of cells (endothelial, 
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smooth muscle and inflammatory cells or their precursors) inhibits tumor angiogenesis, 

retinal neovascularization and angiogenesis in rheumatoid arthritis and reduces 

inflammation through blocking stimulatory effects on inflammatory cells. In these 

studies, blocking VEGFR-2 had no effect (Autiero, et al., 2003; Luttun, et al., 2002). 

While the VEGF relatives described above appear to function in specialized areas 

of vascular development, VEGF has been intensively studied for the last fifteen years for 

its role in vascular development and for the pathological consequences of its over

expression. VEGF is an endothelial cell mitogen capable of inducing proliferative 

responses in endothelial cells derived from both arteries and veins. Numerous in vivo 

studies have shown that intra-arterial, intramuscular and adinoviral administration of 

VEGF 165 can enhance and induce the formation of collateral vessels in models of 

hindlimb ischemia (Ferrara, et al., 1999). 

VEGF is a powerful endothelial survival factor. In embryonic development, 

VEGF is thought to be necessary to maintain immature vessels in the absence of the 

stabilizing effects of mural cells, pericytes or smooth muscle cells. This is evidenced by 

the regression of immature blood vessels in retinopathy of prematurity where hyperoxia 

induces downregulation of VEGF (Dor, et al., 2001 ). Several studies have shown in vitro 

and in vivo, that VEGF can maintain cell viability through survival signals that increase 

levels of anti-apoptotic proteins such as Bcl-2, through activation of the PI3K/Akt 

pathway, and inhibiting the proapoptotic factor Bad (Gerber, et al., 1998). Inhibitors of 

VEGF signaling have also been shown to decrease Akt phosphorylation, reduce NF

kappaB activation and· its pro-survival transcriptional targets, Bcl-xL and inhibitors of 

apoptosis (IAP's) (Gerber, et al., 1999; Kaushal, et al., 2004; Zhong, et al., 2004). 
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Studies of factors released by tumors that induce formation of protein exudate or 

ascites led to the discovery that VEGF was a permeability factor (Dvorak, et al., 1995). 

The over-expression of VEGF was further determined to be associated with the 

permeability seen in several inflammatory disease conditions (Dvorak, et al., 1995). 

VEGF-induced permeability has been proposed to be an important factor and an early 

step in angiogenic sprouting (Dvorak, et al., 1995). A recent study showed that inhibitors 

that block proteasome activity also blocked induction of VEGFR-1 expression normally 

induced by the inflammatory mediator lipopolysaccharide (Mezquita, et al., 2003). 

VEGFR-1 could be important in permeability since its activity induces expression of 

urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA), tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) and avtivation 

of the matrix metalloproteases MMP9 in lung endothelial cells and MMP2 in sinusoidal 

endothelial cells (Hiratsuka, et al., 2002; Maru, et al., 2000). 

VEGF is also a migration and differentiation factor. VEGF can recruit endothelial 

progenitor cells to sites of vascular formation and induce their differentiation to 

endothelial cells and incorporation into growing vessels in neonatal and adult vasculature 

in wound healing and models of ischemia (Murayama, -et al., 2002; Young, et al., 2002). 

Vasculogenesis and Angiogenesis 

The delivery ·of nutrients and oxygen is a critical determinant .in the growth and 

development of all organisms. The organization, development and. expansion of a blood 

vascular system to deliver oxygen and nutrients to growing cells and tissues is essential 

for human embryonic development. This process involves both the de novo synthesis of a 

vasculature (vasculogenesis) and the expansion of that system by forming new vessels 
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from existing vessels ( angiogenesis ). In normal healthy adults angiogenesis is tightly 

regulated and limited to wound healing and female reproductive function (Carmeliet, 

2000; Ferrara, et al., 1999; Risau, 1997). 

In embryonic development precursor cells known as angioblasts migrate 

extensively and are prepositioned into small groups known as blood islands.· There they 

are induced in situ to differentiate into endothelial cells. These cells are further induced to 

proliferate and to form a primitive vascular network which gives rise to the aorta, 

cardinal vein and connecting vascular tubes. These events, differentiation, proliferation 

and vessel formation are induced by VEGF (Carmeliet, 2000; Yancopoulos, et al., 2000). 

As the embryo grows it is assumed that hypoxia induces the increased expression 

of genes that play a role in vessel formation, remodeling and stability, and sets in motion 

the events leading to the expansion of the network by angiogenesis. Hypoxic up

regulation of VEGF and other angiogenic factor induce vascular permeability and 

induces endothelial cells to secrete proteases as well as factors that block inhibitors of 

protease activity. These events lead to the breakdown of the basement membrane and 

extracellular matrix. Permeability allows for endothelial cell migration through the 

vascular wall. Endothelial cells proliferate and organize into tubes that extend by 

sprouting from the existing primary vascular network (sprouting angiogenesis). Another 

type of angiogenesis in the embryo involves bridging or splitting of a vessel into daughter 

vessels (Carmeliet, 2000; J~in, 2003). 

In the adult, angiogenesis plays a role in wound healing or female reproductive 

function. Physiological angiogenesis occurs by sprouting angiogenesis as described 

above. An important factor in the maturation of nascent blood vessels is the expression of 
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angiopoietinl (Angl). Angl is a ligand for the Tie2 receptor and is secreted by both 

endothelial and mural cells. Ang 1 is an inhibitor of vascular permeability and is thought 

to stabilize vessels by tightening and strengthening inter-endothelial cell adhesion as well 

as strengthening endothelial-mural cell associations. In angiogenesis these associations 

must be broken-down to allow for permeability of the vessel. Ang2 is an inhibitor of 

Angl signaling by binding the Tie2 receptor. This destabilizes the vessel by . 

/ 

disassociation of mural cells and increased permeability. In the presence of Ang2, VEGF 

will initiate angiogeneic sprouting. However, in the absence of VEGF the destabilized 

vessel will regress (Loughna, et al., 2001; Uemura, et al., 2002; Yancopoulos, et al., 

2000). 

VEGF is essential in vascular development and angiogenesis as demonstrated by 

the lethal consequences of VEGF gene or receptor disruption experiments in mice 

(Ferrara, et al., 2003). However, it is not the only factor involved. Vasculogenesis and 

physiological angiogenesis are highly complex and tightly regulated events that require 

exquisite temporal and spatial expression of multiple pro- and anti-angiogenic factors 

(Gale, et al., 1999). However, there are pathological consequences to VEGF over

expression, and it appears that VEGF plays an important role the pathogenesis of diseases 

such as diabetic retinopathy, nephropathy, tumor development and others. 

Pathological Angiogenesis and VEGF 

VEGF is the first and thus far most important endothelial specific angiogenic 

factor to be characterized. It is a critical component of normal vasculogenesis and 
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angiogenesis. However, over-expression of VEGF ·has also been Jinked to numerous 

angiogenic and inflammatory diseases (Duh, et al., 1999; Gale, et al., 1999). 

VEGF was first characterized as vascular permeability factor in studies of ascites 

fluid accumulation associated with tumors (Senger, et al., 1983). Tumor growth greater 

than few cubic millimeters requires a vascular supply to support tumor expansion 
. . 

(Folkman, et al., 1992). Placement of tumor cells in subcutaneous spaces lacking direct 

vessel contact have demonstrated induction of angiogenesis for tumor growth (Dvorak, et 

al., 1995). VEGF mRNA over-expression has been demonstrated in many solid tumors 

and anti-VEGF treatments, including VEGF inhibitors and antibodies against VEGF or 

its receptors have demonstrated strong inhibition of growth in several tumor cell lines. 

Currently, clinical trials are under way using a variety of VEGF inhibitors, decoy 

receptors and anti-bodies to inhibit tumor growth (Ferrara, et al., 1999; Ferrara, et al., 

1997). 

VEGF also plays a role in inflammation and angiogenesis in rheumatoid arthritis 

(RA). In healthy adults the superficial synovium is highly_ vascularized by a mature 

capillary network that is well organized and sufficient for nutrient supply to the avascular 

cartilage. In RA, the superficial vascular network is less dense, disorganized and exhibits 

vascular destabilization and permeability. A tumor like, highly vascularized tissue 

pannus, invades the articular cartilage and bone causes breakdown of the cartilage 

surface. The joint expresses high levels of VEGF, proliferating endothelial cells and 

· matrix metalloproteases (Aggarwal, et al., 2004; Walsh, 1999). 

VEGF and angiogenesis have also been implicated in the increased vascularity 

and permeability of psoriasis and other inflammatory skin disorders as well as Graves 
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disease. Additionally, VEGF and angiogenesis have been implicated in the pathogenesis 

of female reproductive disorders such as endometriosis and ovarian hyperstimulation 

syndrome (Detmar, et al., 1994; McLaren, et al., 1996; Sato, et al., 1995). 

Proliferative diabetic retinopathy, age related macular degeneration (AMD), 

occlusion of the central retinal vein and retinopathy of prematurely are associated with 

retinal ischemia and intraocular neovascularization (Adamis, et al., 1999; Ferrara, et al., 

2003). These newly formed blood vessels in these diseases demonstrate unregulated 

growth patterns, fragility, grow in inappropriate regions of the eye such as the vitreous 

and may lead to vitreous hemorrhage, edema and blindness (Ferrara, et al., 1997). VEGF 

has been implicated in microangiopathy in these diseases and has been detected in the 

vitreous humor of patients with proliferative diabetic retinopathy and in animal studies. It 

has been shown to be a mediator of intraocular neovascularization, vascular permeability 

and edema (Aiello, et al., 1994; Malecaze, et al., 1994). 

Diabetic Retinopathy 

Diabetic retinopathy · is the most common complication of diabetes and is the 

leading cause of vision loss and blindness in working age individuals (Jaussen, et al., 

2004). It is characterized by microaneurysms, dot/blot hemorrhages, cotton-wool spots 

and lipid exudates, as well as capillary occlusions, avascular - nonperfused vessels, 

macular edema and in proliferative· retinop~thy, neovascularization (Caldwell, et al., 

2003; Gardner, et al., 2002). Early stages of diabetes can be asymptomatic. Cellular and 

molecular changes are often advanced by the time they are detected and include· altered 
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gene expression, altered microvascular homeostasis with increased permeability, 

leukocyte adhesion, microthrombosis and apoptosis (Lorenzi, et al., 2001) . 

The Diabetes Control and Complication Trial (DCCT) and the United Kingdom 

Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS) confirmed that intensive control of hyperglycemia 

could. delay the onset and progression of diabetic retinopathy (DCCT, 1993; UKPDS, 

1998). The Wisconsin Epidemiologic Study of Diabetic Retinopathy (WESDR), further 

showed that hypertension also plays a role in macula edema (Klein, et al., 1989). The 

UKPDS showed that there is an additive effect of hypertension control in the delay of 

retinopathy. 

The healthy retinal vascular endothelium performs an important barrier function, 
I 

as in the brain, which is tightly regulated to control molecules entering the neural retina 

(Gardner, et al., 2002). Endothelial cells produce factors such as Angl to help maintain 

tight intercellular junctions and adq.esions surrounding to matrix and mesenchyme. The 

mural cells, pericytes, may contribute to the maintenance of this barrier function since 

they play a role in stabilizing endothelial tight junction~ by Angl induced regulation of 

occludin (Hori, et al., 2004; Raviola, 1977; Suri, et al., 1996). The luminal surface of 

these vessels is smooth and endothelial cells actively maintain a non-thrombogenic 

surface for smooth blood flow. In diabetes changes induced by hyperglycemia 

compromise these functions and lead_ to microangiopathy (Lorenzi, et al., 2001 ). 

Ultimately the devastating effects on sight is due to the increased permeability of the 

retinal vessels, macula edema, retinal ischemia and neovascularization. 
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VEGF In Diabetic Retinopathy 

In models of background diabetic retinopathy, such as streptozotocin-induced 

diabetes in rats, increased levels of both VEGF and VEGF receptors VEGFR-1 and 

VEGFR-2 are seen (El-Remessy, et al., 2003; Hammes, et al., 1998). In eyes from 

deceased patients with non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy, VEGF was detected by 

retinal vascular staining and was correlated with detection of markers of endothelial 

vesicular transport in the barrier vessels. VEGF and vesicular transport was not detected 

in the eyes of non-diabetic patients (Hofman, et al., 2001 ). Others have shown that 

decreased levels of tight junction proteins were associated with diabetes in streptozotocin 

diabetic rats and that VEGF induced the same effects in vitro (Antonetti, et al., 1998). 

Additionally, in a study of the effects of pro- and anti-angiogenic factors in diabetic 

patients with or without proliferative . diabetic retinopathy (PDR), VEGF was up

regulated in both active and non-active PDR compared to non-diabetic controls. 

Furthermore, VEGF was significantly increased in retinas of patients with active PDR as 

compared with patients with non-active PDR (Duh, et al., 2004). 

Oxidative Stress In Diabetic Retinopathy 

While studies have shown a direct relationship between chronic hyperglycemia 

and microvascular complications of diabetes, the molecular mechanisms of diabetes:... 

induced endothelial dysfunction are not fully understood (Ohkubo, et al., 1995). Recent 

evidence suggests that reactive species (ROS). formation is an important determinant of 

vascular dysfunction in diabetes, leading to modification of important biological 

molecules such as lipids, proteins and DNA, which is termed oxidative stress (Spitaler, et 
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al., 2002). Evidence from clinical and animal studies shows that diabetes induces 

oxidative damage and that this is correlated with impaired antioxidant defenses. In 

humans this is evidenced by the increased levels of lipid peroxidation in the lens and 

lower aqueous humor sulfhydryl groups or lower serum glutathione in cataract patients 

with type II diabetes versus those without diabetes. It has also been shown that retinal 

oxidative damage in animal models of diabetes can be reversed by supplementation with 

antioxidants (van Reyk, et al., 2003; Zoric, 2003). Early changes in diabetes result in the 

death of retinal microvascular pericytes and endothelial cells.· In a recent study of the 
, I 

effects of diabetes in -the retina of a streptozotocin-induced diabetic rat model and of the 

effects of high glucose on vascular cells in vitro, mitochondrial dysfunction was assayed. 

Diabetes for eight months or high glucose treatment in vitro induced mitochondrial 

release of cytochrome c, Bax translocation to the mitochondria and caspase 3 activation 

which are markers of the apoptotic process. This was inhibited by superoxide dismutase 

suggesting that increased superoxide levels were inducing cell death (Kowluru, et al., 

2003). 

Over-expression of VEGF has been correlated with increased levels of oxidative 

stress in vitro and in vivo. Studies have shown that in a rat model of streptozotocin

induced diabetes, VEGF over-expression correlated with retinal albumin leakage, 

formation of advanced glycation end products, lipid peroxidation and activation of the 

polyol pathway. These effects were abrogated by oral administration of the potent 

antioxidants DL-alpha-lipoic acid, taurine and Calcium dobesilate, indicating that VEGF 

expression may be related to diabetes-induced oxidative stress (Obrosova, et al., 2001; 

Rota, et al., 2004). 
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Sources of Oxidative Stress 

Intracellular hyperglycemia plays an important role in ·diabetic vascular 

dysfunction. The ·process involves both _the alteration of important biological molecules 

and modulation of a number of signaling pathways that lead to intracellular oxidative 

stress (Nishikawa, et al., 2000). Studies have shown that hyperglycemia or high glucose 

levels increase the activity of some PKC isoforms, induce formation of advanced 

glycation end products (AG Es), increase flux through the polyol pathway and increase 

formation of reactive oxygen species (Idris, et al., 2001; Obrosova, et al., 2001; Rota, et 

al., 2004). 

AGEs can be formed by multiple non-enzymatic mechanisms. Among these is 

glucose autooxidation, which produces reactive dicarbonyls. Mitochondrial superoxide 

release may also play a role in the formation of reactive carbonyl products in protein 

degradation (Nishikawa, et al., 2000). These molecules may then interact with the amino 

group on cellular proteins to generate .non-functional proteins and modified proteins 

which act as a ligand for the receptor for advanced glycation end products, (RAGE). This 

receptor has been shown to stimulate formation of ROS (Wautier, et al., 2001). 

Activated PKC can stimulate the increased expression of VEGF as well as other 

cytokines, and has been shown to increase superoxide generation by its activity in 

stimulating NADPH oxidase (Inoguchi, et al., 2000; Williams, et al., 1997). PKC is 

activated by hydrolysis of phosphatidylcholine and formation of diacylglycerol (DAG). 

This may involve ROS-induced activation of phospholipase Dor the de novo synthesis of 

DAG (Ha, et al., 2000). Other mechanisms of hyperglycemia-induced PKC activation 
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may involve inc~eased glucose flux through t~e polyol pathway and de novo synthesis of 

DAG (Nishikawa, et al., 2000). A recent study showed that PKC was activated by 

glycated albumin , an AGE, and induced superoxide generation from NADPH Oxidase 

(Yoo, et al., 2004). 

Mitochondrial superoxide formation is a normal byproduct of cellular respiration. 

Typically, MnSOD and glutathione peroxidase resist increases in mitochondrial 

superoxide formation. However, in diabetes when antioxidant defenses are down or 

depleted, hyperglycemia-induced overproduction of mitochondrial superoxide plays a 

major role in the pathology of diabetes (Nishikawa, et al., 2000). 

While all these processes give rise to superoxide (02 •-), other reactive oxygen 

species generated in vivo are hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and the hydroxyl radical (OH). 

H2O2 is generated by the dismutation of 02 •- through the enzymatic activity of 

superoxide dsimutase (SOD) and monoamine oxidase. Localized and low levels of H2O2 

are generated in the thyroid by the gp91 phox homologues ( dual oxidases) Duox 1 and 

Duox2, associated with thyi-operoxidase (TPO) in the generation of thyroid hormone 

(Lacroix, et al., 2001)". Hydrogen peroxide has also been shown to induce in vitro 

expression of VEGF in vascular smooth muscle cells and also induce activation of PKC 

(Nishikawa, et al., 2000; Ruef, et al., 1997). This observation supports the suggestion that 

small amounts of some oxidants are physiological signal transduction molecules (Irani, et 

al., 1998). •oH formation has been shown to result from the chemical interaction of O2 •

and H2O2 or_ their interaction with iron or copper in the Fenton reaction (Spitaler, et al., 

2002). These reactive species have potential for vascular injury. However, increasingly it 

appears that reactive nitrogen species formed by the interaction of 0 2 •- with •No have 
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significant role in vascular dysfunction various cardiovascular diseases (Turko, et al., 

2002). 

The nitrogen radical, nitric oxide (NO) is an important mediator of vascular 

homeostasis. As the endothelial-derived relaxing factor (EDRF), •No has been shown to 

modulate vasodilation. It is also vasculoprotective by induction of endothelial cell 

proliferation and repair while it suppresses smooth muscle proliferation and inhibits 

leukocyte adhesion and platelet aggregation (Kubes, et al., 1991; Sarkar, et al., 1995; 

Sneddon, et al., 1988). •No may have a regulatory function through its S-nitrosylation of 

proteins. •No displays modest toxic effects and it is no more reactive than oxygen 

(Beckman, et al., 1996). However, •No generation in conditions with over-production of 

ROS can lead to the rapid formation powerful reactive nitrogen species (Turko, et al., 

2002). 

•No is synthesized in mammalian cells by a family of flavin containing enzymes 

named nitric oxide synthase (NOS). There are three isoforms of this enzyme nNOS 

(neuronal NOS or NOS-I), iNOS _(inducible NOS or NOS-II) and eNOS (endothelial 

NOS or. NOS-III). nNOS and eNOS are dependent on calc~um and calmodulin as 

cofactors. iNOS is calcium independent. and readily binds calmodulin. All three forms 

are found in the retina. However, endothelial cells express only eNOS and iNOS (Turko, 

et al., 2002). While studies of the effects of diabetes on NOS isoform expression levels 

has been inconsistent, some studies have shown · that in diabetic conditions NOS 

expression levels and/or activity have increased, while at the same time •No production 

or bioavailability is decreased. ROS formation is also increased in these studies. This 

leads to the generation of increased peroxynitrite and increased levels of 3-nitrotyrosine 
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formation in diabetic patients and in healthy individuals with acute hyperglycemia (El

Omar, et al., 2003; Marfella, et al., 2001; Pandolfi, et al., 2003). 

•No is produced in relatively high concentrations in conditions associated with 

vascular dysfunction and can reach concentrations ~s high as 1 µM or more (Beckman, et 

al., 1996). At such high concentrations, •No can easily diffuse to sites of 02 •

production, and because of their reaction rate, •No the is capable of out-competing SOD 

for 0 2•- (Beckman, et al., 1996). The diffusion-limited reaction of 02•- and •No yields 

peroxynitrite (ONOO-), which is a powerful oxidizing agent. 

Peroxynitrite is formed in small amounts in normal physiological contexts. 

However, large increases in the activity of NOS isoforms have been detected in numerous 

cardiovascular disease settings associated with increasing levels of 3-nitrotyrosine 

formation,_·a marker suggesting increased formation of peroxynitrite (Turko, et al., 2002). 

Recently, a ~umber of studi~s have linked vascular dysfunction in diabetes and high 

glucose to the formation of peroxynitrite (Ceriello, · et al., 2002; Du, et al., 1999). Other 

studies with diabetic patients (Hoeldtke, et al., 2003; Hoeldtke, et al., 2002) or animal 

models of diabetes (El-Remessy, et al., 2003), and in vitro experiments (Cosentino, et al., 

2003; Esberg, et al., 2003), indicate that high glucose levels induce increased formation 

of 3-nitrotyrosine. Studies using scavengers of superoxide, inhibitors of endothelial nitric 

oxide synthase and peroxynitrite scavengers, have been shown to inhibit high glucose

induced nitrotyrosine formation in vitro (Ceriello, 2003) and to reduce vascular 

permeability and normalize VEGF expression in vivo (El-Remessy, et al., 2003). 

Up-regulated expression of VEGF has a key role in promoting growth of 

dysfunctional vessels during diabetic microangiopathy, atherosclerosis and tumor 
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angiogenesis (Celletti, et al., 2001; Duh, et al., 1999; Dulak, et al., 2001; Ferrara, et al., 

1989; Inoue, et al., 1998). Each of these conditions has been shown to induce the 

generation of reactive oxygen specie_s (ROS) (Brownlee, 2001; Sheetz, et al., 2002; 

Turko, et al., 2002). ROS have been implicated in trigge_ring· increases in the expression 

of VEGF in many cell types (Gao, et al., 2004; Khatri, et al., 2004; Ruef, et al., 1997), but 

the molecular mechanisms of this effect remain to be elucidated. Studies in patients and 

in animal and in vitro disease models indicate that the formation of 3-nitrotyrosine is 

associated with increased expression of VEGF during diabetic microvascular disease, 

atherosclerosis and tumor angiogenesis (Ambs, et al., 1998; Ceriello, et al., 2002; El

Remessy, et al., 2003; Hoeldtke, et al., 2002; Inoue, et al., 1998; Turko, et al., 2002). 

Moreover, studies using a cultured mast cell line showed that exogenous ONOO

stimulates an increase in VEGF mRNA expression (Konopka, et al., 2001). 

Regulation of VEGF Expression 

VEGF expression is tightly controlled as evidenced by its limited expression in 

wound healing, reproductive function and embryonic development. Further, studies of 

other recently discovered vascular endothelial-specific growth factors ( ephrins and 

angiopoietins ), and factors regulated by hypoxia (HIF-1 ), suggest that well regulated and 

coordinated expression of all these factors is necessary for the formation of normal blood 

vessels (Semenza, 1998; Yancopoulos, et al., 2000). Levels of VEGF expression in, 

embryonic development are so critical that the loss of one allele is embryonic lethal. 

Tight VEGF regulation is additionally supported by pathological consequences of its 
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over-expression as observed in ischemic retinopathy (Carmeliet, et al., 1996; Duh, et al., 

2004). 

Tissue hypoxia is an _important factor in the angiogenic response to ischemic 

retinopathy, and tumor growth and expansion. Hypoxia induces up-regulation of VEGF 

through increased VEGF mRNA stability and transcription (Levy, et al., 1996). Hypoxia 

inducible factor- I (HIF-1) is the classical and most studied transcription factor for VEGF 

(Levy, et al., 1995). HIF-1 is a heterodimeric protein composed of the monomeric 

subunits HIF-la1and HIF-1~ (Wang, et al., 1993). In normoxic conditions, the inducible 

HIF-1 subunit, HIF-la, is continually degraded as it associates with von Rippel-Lindau 

(VHL) tumor suppressor protein. In conditions of low oxygen tension, VHL is unable to 

bind Hif-1 a and the protein is stabilized in the cytosol where it binds with the 

constitutive subunit, HIF-1~ (Iliopoulos, et al., 1996; Jaakkola, et al., 2001). The dimeric 

complex is translocated to the nucleus where it binds to the hypoxia response element 

(HRE) in the promoter of several genes associated with oxygen homeostasis, such as 

erythropoietin and VEGF as well as genes involved in glucose transport and metabolism 

(Gleadle, et al., 1997; Semenza, et al., 1997). Hypoxia is thought to be an important 

factor in angiogenic events in diabetic retinopathy, but the role of HIF-1 in diabetic 

retinopathy has not been characterized. It is interesting, however, considering diabetes 

effects in increasing oxidative stress and upregulation of growth factor and cytokine 

expression, that HIF-1 is induced in normoxic conditions involving regulation by 

cytokines, hormones and oxidative stress (Brune, et al., 2003; Richard,. et al., 2000; 

Stiehl, et al., 2002). Many of these same factors have been implicated in the over-
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expression of VEGF (Goad, et al., 1996; Li, et al., 1995; Pertovaara, et al., 1994; Ryuto, 

et al., 1996). 

Another factor that has recently been implicated in the regulation of VEGF is 

signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3). STAT proteins are a family of 

latent cytoplasmic transcription factors activated by a variety of growth factors, 

cytokines, hormones and interferons (Takeda, et al., 2000). STAT3, unlike other 

members of the STAT family, elicits a wide variety of, and sometimes contradictory, 

responses in different cells depending on cell type. For instance in some cells STAT3 

induces cell proliferation. In others, ST AT 3 stimulates differentiation and growth arrest 

(Levy, et al., 2002)~ In general, the functions of STAT3 discovered thus far are: 

migration, survival, proliferation, differentiation and apoptosis (Chapman, et al., 1999; 

Sano, et al., 1999; Sano, et al., 2001; Takeda, et al., 1998). STAT3 has recently been 

described as an oncogene and has been found to be over-expressed in an number of 

human and experimental cancers and found to increase VEGF expression (Ma, et al., 

2004; Wei, et al., 2003). Recently, STAT3 was shown to bind a specific site in the VEGF 

promoter, leading to increased VEGF expression and angiogenesis thus demonstrating 

that ST AT3 is a ·transcription factor for VEGF (Niu, et al., 2002). We have shown that 

VEGF through an autocrine loop, can induce increased VEGF expression through STAT3 

activation (Bartoli, et al., 2003). Numerous studies have now shown that STAT3 is 

activated in a variety of cell types by increased ROS formation (Carballo, et al., 1999; 

Maziere, et al.,- 1999). While STAT3 signaling is modulated in diabetes, and its 

expression is observed in the retina, no effects in diabetic retinopathy have been 

described. 
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Src Kinase 

Src kinases are a family of SH-2 domain containing non-receptor tyrosine kinases. 

Studies have shown that cSrc can be activated by peroxynitrite, a suspected mediator of 

vascular damage in diabetic retinopathy. It has been proposed that peroxynitrite 

formation can induce cross linking of receptors shown to induce VEGF expression, 

EGFR and PDGFR (Klotz, et al., 2002; van der Vliet, et al., 1998). It has also been 

shown that ONOO- can directly activate cSrc by a mechanism that involves nitrotyrosine 

formation (Klotz, et al., 2002). The HIF-1 subunit, HIF-la has been shown to be 

stabilized by cSrc activation in normoxic conditions. The induction was not due to 

lowered degradation of HIF-1 a, but to increased HIF-1 q, protein synthesis (Kami, et al., 

2002). Additionally, it has been observed in colon cancer that normoxic tumors showed 

increased levels of HIF_-1 stabilization. One study showed t~at the prostaglandi_n E2 

stabilization ofHIF-1 was cSrc dependent (Fukuda, et al., 2003). 

In addition to Src regulation of HIF-1, ST AT 3 has been shown to be a target of 

Src kinase activity (Yu, et al., 1995). To be ac.tivated for nuclear translocation, STAT3 is 

phosphorylated on tyrosine 705. This may take place by its interaction with Janus 

Activated Kinase or other non-receptor kinases. Once phosphorylated, STAT3 forms a 

homodimeric complex and is then translocated to the nucleus where it binds DNA 

sequences in the promoter of target genes such as HSP70, Bcl-2, Bcl-xL, and VEGF 

(Fukada, et al., 1996; Madamanchi, et al., 2001; Zushi, et al., 1998). 
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Materials 

Cell Culture 

Primary cultures of retinal endothelial cells (BRECs) were prepared from bovine 

retinas as described (Behzadian, et al., 1998). All tissue culture reagents used for BREC 

cultures were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA), with the exception of fetal calf 

serum, obtained from Hyclone {Logan,· UT), CS-C Complete Medium purchased from 

Cell Systems Corporation (Kirkland, WA), and Bacto-gelatin from Sigma-Aldrich (St. 

Louis, MO). 

Primary cultu:r;es of rat aortic smooth muscle cells (RASMs) were prepared from 

' rat aortas as described (Florian, et al., 1998). All tissue culture reagents used for RASM 

cultures were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA) with the exception of 

Dulbecco's Modification of Eagle's Medium (DMEM), purchased from Mediatech 

(Herndon, VA) and FBS purchased from Atlanta Biologicals (Norcross, GA). 

Immuno-analysis 

Anti-STAT3 and anti-phospho-(Tyr705) STAT3 antibodies were obtained -from 

Cell Signaling Technology (Beverly, CA). Anti-VEGF polyclonal antibody was 

purchased from Novus Biologicals {Littleton, CO). Anti-Hif-la antibody was obtained 

from BO-Transduction Labs (San Diego, CA). Secondary antibodies and ECL 
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- chemiluminescence detection solutions were purchased from Amersham Biosciences 

(Piscataway, NJ). Oregon green-conjugated goat anti-rabbit antibody was from Molecular 

Probes (Eugene, OR). 

Molecular analysis 

RNA isolation and reverse transcription reagents were purchased from Qiagen, 

Inc. (Valencia, CA) including, Omniscript™ re:verse transcriptase, the RNAeasy® RNA 

isolation kit, RNase-Free DNase Set. MgCh was obtained from Ambion, Inc. (Austin, 

TX), HS Taq Polymerase from P ANVERA (Madison, WI) and SYBR Green I nucleic 

acid gel stain from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR). Restriction endonucleases Not I and 

Sal I were purchased from New England Biolabs, Inc. (Beverly, MA). Additive reagents 

for improved PCR amplification: non-acetylated bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 

lyophilized trehalose (from Saccharomyces cerecisiae) were purchased from Sigma

Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Polyoxethylene sorbitan monolaurate (Tween-20) was 

purchased from Pierce (Rocfford, IL). Tris buffer pH 8.0 was purchased from Cambrex 

(Walkersville, MD). 

Chemicals 

Peroxynitrite was purchased from Upstate Biotechnology (Lake Placid, NY). 

Colbalt chloride hexahydrate was purchased from ICN Biochemicals, Inc. (Aurora, OH). 

Peroxynitrite decomposition catalyst, FeTPPS, was purchased from Calbiochem, EMD 

Biosciences, Inc., (La Jolla, CA) Src kinase family inhibitor, PPl, was purchased from 

BioMol International (Plymouth Meeting, PA) 
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Image analysis 

Image analysis of cells was performed by fluoresence microscopy using the 

Olympus IX70 digital camera, Olympus America, Inc. (Melville, NY), and IPLAB 

Spectrum Scientific Imaging System from Signal Analytics (Vienna, VA) or Metamorph 

Imaging system from Universal Imaging Corporation (W e·st Chester, PA) Analog 

photography was performed by use of light microscopy using the Zeiss Axiovert 35, Carl 

Zeiss Microimaging (Thomwood, NY) and the Olympus OM-2s camera, Olympus · 

Ameria, Inc. 

Dominant Negative Adenovirus 

Plasmid containing a STAT3 DNA binding domain mutant was obtained from Dr. 

Ishihara and Dr Hirano of Osaka Univerisity Medical School, Japan (Nakajima, et al., 

1996). The AdEasy™ Adenoviral Vector System and BJ5183 Electroporation-Competent 

Cells were purchased from Stratagene (La Jolla, CA). HEK 293 cells and COS cells were 

purchased from ATCC (Manassas, VA). QIAprep Spin Miniprep kit was purchased from 

Qiagen Inc. (Valencia, CA). Quantum Prep Plasmid Maxiprep kit was purchased from 

BioRad Laboratories (Hercules, CA). Lipofectamine 2000 Transfection Reagent and 

DH5a. Competent Cells were purchased from Invitrogen Corporation (Carlsbad, CA). 
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Methods 

Cell Culture 

BREC were cultured in M199 supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 10% 

CS-C complete medium, 2mmol/L glutamine, 1 00U/ml of penicillin and 100 µg/ml 

streptomycin. Cells were maintained at 37°C in 5% CO2 and 95% room air in a 

humidified incubator. 

RASM were cultured in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 

2mmoVL glutamine, 1 00U/ml penicillin and 1 00µg/ml streptomycin. Cells were 

maintained at 37°C in a humidified incubator with 95% room air and 5% CO2. 

For analyzing the direct effects of per6xynitrite on VEGF transcriptional 

activation, 80% confluent BREC were switched to serum-free medium (Ml99 

supplemented with 0.1 % b_ovine serum albumin, 2mmol/L. glutamine, 1 00U/ml_ penicillin 

and 100 µg/ml streptomycin) for 18 hours. Cells were rinsed in serum-free medium and 

concentrated ONOO- (at a final concentration of 25, so·, 100, 200, or 500 µmol/L) was 

rapidly added to the plates while mixing. The same volumes of 0.3N NaOH or 

decomposed peroxynitrite were used as controls and were witho:ut effect in any 

conditions._ ONOO- concentration was determined by spectrophotometer as described 

(Zou, et al., 2003). 
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To confirm the peroxynitrite effects in another vascular cell type, 80% confluent 

RASM were used and also switched to serum-free medium (DMEM supplemented with 

0.1 % bovine serum albumin, 2mmol/L glutamine, 1 00U/ml penicillin and 100 µg/ml 

streptomycin) for 18 hours. Cells were rinsed in serum-free medium and treated with 

concentrated ONOO- (100 µmol/L) one hour. Total RNA was isolated and analyzed for 

peroxynitrite effects on VEGF mRNA in both BREC and RASM _as described in the 

following section on RNA. 

To determine the direct effects of peroxynitrite on VEGF protein expression, 80% 

confluent BRECs were switched to serum free medium for 18 hours and treated with 100 

µmol/L peroxynitrite for 12 hours and processed for immunoblotting an~lysis or 

immunocytochemistry. 

To determine the direct effects • of peroxynitrite on STAT3 and Src 

phosphorylation and Hif-1 a stabilization, . 80% confluent BRECs or RASM were 

switched to serum-free medium for 18 hours and treated with concentrated peroxynitrite 

(100 µmol/L) for 0; 5, 15, 30, and 60 minutes. Cells were then processed for 

immunoblotting analysis as described below. -

To determine the effects of high glucose levels on VEGF mRNA and protein 

levels and on ST AT3 and Src phosphorylation/activation, 60% confluent BRECs were 

switched to serum-free medium containing 5.5 mmol/L of 25 mmol/L glucose. The 

medium was replaced at 48 hours arid cells were harvested and processed for RNA 

isolation or immunoblotting analysis, after 72 hours in high glucose, as described below. 
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Pharmacologic Inhibition of Src Kinase 

To assess the effects of pharmacologic inhibition of Src kinase on VEGF mRNA 

expression, 80% confluent BRECs (passages 6-8), having been serum starved for 18 

hours, were pre-incubated for 30 minutes with or without 25 µmol/L of the Src kinase 

family inhibitor PP 1. The cultures were then treated with of without 100 µmol/L 

peroxynitrite for one hour and processed for PCR analysis. 

Pharmacologic Inhibition of Peroxynitrite 

To assess the effects of pharmacologic inhibition of peroxynitrite on VEGF 

protein expression,. STAT3 and Src kinase phosphorylation in high glucose treated cells, 

60% confluent BRECs (passages 6-8) were pre-i:ncubated for 30 minutes with or without 

10 µmol/L of the peroxynitrite decomposition catalyst FeTPPS. The cultures were then 

treated with 5.5 or 25 mmol/L glucose as described above and processed for 

immunoblotting analysis. 

RNA Isolation and Real-time RT-PCR analysis · 

VEGF mRNA expression was assessed by quantitative real-time RT-PCR using 

the SmartCycler from Cepheid (Sunny Vale, CA) Experimental cells· cultures were 

harvested in a lysis buffer of 50mmol/L Tris-HCL, pH 8.0, 140 mmol/L NaCl, 

1.5mmol/L MgCh, 0.5% lgepal, a non-ionic detergent (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), arid 

lO0U/ml RNase Inhibitor (Invitrogen Corporation, Carlsbad, CA). Total cytoplasmic 

RNA was isolated using the Qiagen RN easy® Mini Kit by treatment of RNA containing 

supernatant with guanidine isothiocyanate and collection on proprietary Qiagen filter spin 
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columns. Before elution of RNA, on~column DNase digestion was performed ~sing the 

Qiagen RNase-Free DNase Set to remove any traces of genomic DNA. After washing 

with ethanol, RNA was eluted from the columnfilters·with water. A total of 1 µg of RNA 

was reverse transcribed for 60 minutes at 37°C using 4 units of Qiagen's Omniscript™ 

Reverse Transcriptase, using Oligo ( dT) 15 primers purchased from Promega (Madison, 

WI). Twenty-five nanograms (25ng} cDNA was used in each PCR reaction, which 

amplified the targets within the range of the standard curve. 

Magnesium concentration was optimized for each primer pair by PCR reactions 

run on the SmartCycler. Each 25 µ1 reaction contained a final concentration of: 

0.3 µmol/L forward and reverse primers, 200 µmol/L of each dA TP, dTTP, dGTP and 

dCTP, 3 units taq polymerase. Reactions were run with each primer set using different 

levels of MgCh (0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5 and 5mmol/L). Efficiency of Mg 

concentration was determined by the reaction that amplified product in the log linear 

phase at the earliest PCR cycle. 

PCR cycling parameters were also optimized for each primer set in a similar 

fashion using the following criteria: 

o Tests for the most efficient Initial Hold were determined at 94, 95, and 

96°C for 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180 and 300 seconds. 

o Tests for the most efficient Denaturation were determined at 94, 95 and 

96°C for 1, 5, 10 and 15 seconds. 
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o Tests for Annealing were determined for each primer based on the Tm. All 

primers were designed with a Tm of 60°C. Temperatures were tested at 

58, 60, 62, 64 and 66°C for 10, 15, 20, 30 and 40 seconds each. 

o Tests for Extension time were all done at 72°C for times between 6-15 

seconds 

Quantitation using the real-time PCR software requires amplification of a serial 

diluted template to calculate a standard curve. For this purpose, RT-PCR was performed 

to amplify large amounts of a VEGF template of 13 8 bp. This product was purified from 

5 individual PCR reactions run on an 1.5% agarose gel. The product was detected using 

ethidum bromide and UV light. The appropriate band was cut from the gel and purified 

using Qiagen' s Gel Purification Kit. The purified product was amplified again and 

purified from the reaction mixture by Qiagen's · PCR Purification Kit. This procedure 

yielded 100-200 µ1 of purified product at a concentration of 99 ng/µl. The VEGF 

template was then diluted by serial dilution and added to five reactions containing 1000, 

100, 10, 1 and 0.1 femtograms VEGF-138bp. Based on the standard curve, relative 

fluorescence and the amounts of the standard loaded, the software calculates the amount 

of initial template present in the experimental samples. 

Products of the PCR are normalized to an internal standard. This is one or more 

housekeeping genes for which expression is not affected by experimental conditions. In 

these experiments, Acidic Ribosomal Protein 1 (ARP) was used. 

PCR was performed as follows: All reactions were run for 45 cycles. For the 

VEGF primers the protocol was an initial hold of 95° for 120 seconds, followed by 

denaturation of 95° for 5 seconds, annealing at 64° for 30 seconds and extension at 72° 
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for 7 seconds. For the ARP primers, the protocol was an· initial hold of 95° for 120 

seconds, followed by denaturation of 95° for 15 · seconds, annealing at 64 ° for 15 seconds 

and extension at 72° for 10 seconds. 

The sequences of the oligonucleotide primers for VEGF were selected to span at 

least one intron-exon splice point to eliminate amplification of genomic DNA. VEGF 

has 5 isoforms produced by alternative splicing. To obtain a product with only one band, 

the primers were selected to produce a amplicon from exons two to four which is present 

in all VEGF isoforms. The primers are as follows: 

VEGF: (accession # M32976; Left 5' ATTTTCAAGCCGTCCTGTGT 3' and 

Right 5' TATGTGCTG GCTTTGGTGAG 3'). 

ARP: (accession# AF013214; Left 5' TACACCTTCCCACTTGCTGA 3' and 

Right 5' CTCCGACTCCTCCTTTGCTT 3') 

Data analysis was provided by the Cepheid SmartCycler software. 

Dominant Negative STAT3 Adenovirus 

Replication-deficient adenoviruses expressing· a ST AT3 DNA· binding domain 

mutant, under the control of the cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter, were generated using 

the pAdTrack-CMV vector and AdEasy System (He, et al., 1998). The STAT-3 mutant 

plasmid, pEF-HAStat3D, was a generous- gift from Dr. 's Hirano and Ishihara, Osaka 

University Medical School, Japan (Nakajima,. et al., 1996). DH5a Competent E. coli 

were transformed with the STAT3D mutant and the plasmid DNA was recovered by 

mini-prep using the Qiagen QIAprep® Spin Miniprep Kit. Plasmid DNA was cut with 

Sal I and Not I restriction endonucleases and ·the 2500 bp STAT3D was subcloned into 
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the pAdTrack-CMV vector. The pAdTrack vector was electroporated in BJ5183 

competent cells containing pAdEasy vector for homologous recombination. After 

amplification, the viral vector was recovered by the Quantum Prep Plasmid Maxiprep kit 

and transfected into HEK 293 cells where viruses were amplified. Viral particles were 

purified using a CsCl gradient and titered by O.D. 

Immunoblotting analysis 

Cells were lysed, proteins isolated and quantified as previously described (Bartoli, 

et al., 2000). VEGF was isolated by diluting 100 µg protein to a volume of 1 ml using 10 

mmol/L Tris (pH 7.4) and 100 mmol/L NaCl and incubating with 50 µL of equilibrated 

heparin-agarose beads (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) as described by Ferrara and Henzel 

(Ferrara, et al., 1989) and Hossain et al. (Hossain, et al., 2000). Fifty µg of proteins or 

heparin-agarose isolated VEGF were electrophoresed on 10% SDS-polyacrylamide or 4-

20% Tris-HCL gradient gels (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA), then transferred to 

nitrocellulose membranes and detected with anti-human VEGF165 (Novus·Biologicals, 

Littleton, CO), anti-STAT3, anti-phospho-STAT3 (Cell Signaling Technology, Beverly, 

CA) or anti-Hif-1 a antibodies (BO-Transduction Labs, San Diego, CA) followed by ECL 

chemiluminescence (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ). 
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Nuclear fractionation 

To identify the nuclear translocation of activated STAT-3 and HIF-la, nuclei 

were isolated from total cell lysates on a 350 mmol/L sucrose gradient as previously 

described (Bartoli, et al., 2000; Feng, et al., 1999). From the nuclear extracts, 25 µg of 

protein from each sample was subjected to SDS/P AGE and im,munoblotted using anti

STAT3 and anti-Hif-la antibodies. 

Immunocytochemistry 

Cultures were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and then reacted with anti-VEGF 

antibody followed by Oregon green-labeled . secondary· antibody (Molecular Probes, 

Eugene, OR). Da:ta were analyzed using MetaMorph morphometric program (Universal 

Imaging Corp., West Chester, PA) and fluorescence microscopy to quantify intensity of 

immunostaining. Specificity of the immunoreaction for VEGF was verified by control 

studies showing th~t the absence of immunolabeling when the primary antibody was 

omitted or pre-adsorbed with the immunizing VEGF peptide [N- terminal sequence ( aa 1-

20) of human VEGF]. 

Statistical Analysis 

The results are expressed as the mean ± SE. Differences between experimental 

groups were evaluated by ANOV A, and the significance of the differences was assessed 

using the Tukey Test for pairwise comparisons. Significance was defined as P < 0.05. 
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Results 

Aim I: Test the hypothesis that high glucose induces VEGF expression in retinal 

microvascular endothelial cells via peroxynitrite. 

A) Determine effects of peroxynitrite on cell viability/cytotocicity. 

B) Determine the direct effects ofperoxynitrite on VEGF expression in 

retinal endothelial cells and other vascular cells. 

C) Determine the effects of high glucose on VEGF expression in retinal 

endothelial cells and whether peroxynitrite plays a role in the high glucose

induced VEGF expression. 

A. Peroxynitrite Effects On BREC Survival 

Peroxynitrite is a powerful oxidizing and nitrating agent and is thought to have 

profound cytotoxic effects in cells, which include formation of membrane lipid 

peroxidation, inhibition of cell proliferation and DNA damage. These effects play• an 

important role in macrophage (500µmol/L peroxynitrite per minute in phagolysosomes) 

activity against bacteria and parasites (Denicola, et al., 1993). To rule out possible 

peroxynitrite induced cytotoxic effects in these experiments, 80% confluent BREC 

cultures were treated with varying doses (0, 50, 100, 200 µmol/L) of peroxynitrite for 6, 
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12 and 24 hours and cell viability was determined using the Live/Dead® 

Viability/Cytotoxicity Assay Kit (Molecular Probes, Inc., Eugene, OR) according to the 

manufacturer's instructions. Ten fields per plate were viewed and living and dead cells 

were counted as determined by staining with calcein AM (live) and ethidium homodimer-

1. (dead). The results of this analysis showed that cell viability in all treatment groups (6, 

12 and 24 hours) was not significantly different from that in the untreated controls at 24 

hours (96 ± 2% viable cells) (Fig.3). 

B. Peroxynitrite-induced VEG~ Expression 

1) Peroxynitrite-induced VEGF mRNA and Protein Expression in BREC 

To determine if peroxynitrite plays· a role in the transcriptional activation of 

VEGF, serum-starved BREC were treated with varying doses of peroxynitrite for 

different times and VEGF mRNA levels were determined by quantitative real time RT

PCR. These studies showed that ONOO- induced significant and dose-dependent 

transcriptional activation of VEGF mRNA expression (Fig. 4). The increased VEGF 

transcriptional activation peaks at 100 µmol/L (348% ± 52 vs. control, p<0.001 and n=3) 

while doses above 100 µmol/L are less effective. 

To determine if there is a time dependent effect of peroxynitrite on VEGF 

activation, BREC were challenged with 100 µmol/L peroxynitrite . and allowed to 

incubate for 1, 2, 4 and 8 hours. VEGF mRNA levels were determined by quantitative 

real-time RT-PCR. Maximal VEGF mRNA expression occurred at 1 hour (499% ± 82 vs. 
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Figure 3. Live/Dead assay. 

Retinal endothelial cells were treated with 0 - 200 µmol/L peroxynitrite for 6, 12 

and 24 hours. The results are expressed as the percent of living cells. p>0.05 
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control, p<0.02 and n=3) and progressively declined to basal levels 8 hours after 

treatment (Fig. 5). 

VEGF expression is a complex process that requires transcriptional and post

transcriptional regulation (Levy, et al., 1995; Pages, et al., 2000). In order to determine if 

peroxynitrite-induced VEGF inRNA formation resulted in an increase in VEGF protein 

expression, BREC were treated with the maximum effective dose of peroxynitrite ( 100 

µmol/L). Protein levels were analyzed 12 hours after the peroxynitrite treatment by 

immunocytochemical and western blotting analyses. In the immunocytochemical 

analysis, VEGF specific immunoreactivity is increased 12 hours after challenge with 

peroxynitrite compared to unstimulated control cells or BREC stimulated with the 100 

µmol/L degraded peroxynitrite (Fig. 6). Densitometric analysis of these data indicated a 

mean increase in VEGF protein expression of 170% ± 12.6 (p<0.05, n=4) vs. control and 

no significant difference in BRE cells treated with degraded peroxynitrite vs. control. 

W estem blotting analysis of VEGF protein levels confirmed the immunocytochemical 

data. As shown in Figure 7, peroxynitrite induced increased VEGF protein expression. 

Densitometric analysis indicates peroxynitrite treatment induced a significant increase in 

VEGF levels of 247 % ± 7.6 vs. control (p<0.001, n=3). Again, there was no significant 

difference between controls and those treated with degraded peroxynitrite. 

2) Peorxynitrite-induced VEGF mRNA Expression in Aortic Smooth Muscle Cells 

Vascular dysfunction is a prominent feature in many cardiovascular disease 

processes. Peroxynitrite formation is also associated with endothelial dysfunction in 
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Figure 5. Peroxynitrite effects on VEGF mRNA (Tim~ Response). 

Retinal endothelial cells were incubated with 100 µmol/L peroxynitrite for 0, 1, 2, 

4 and 8 hours. Total cytoplasmic RNA was isolated from cell lysates. RNA was 

reverse transcribed and quantitative real-time PCR was used to measure the 

relative levels of VEGF mRNA. Data are expressed as the percent of VEGF 

mRNA expression versus controls after (normalized to the housekeeping gene 

ARP-1) ± SE (error bar) for three separate experiments. * p<0.05 compared with 

control values. 
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Figure 6. Peroxynitrite effects on VEGF protein (lmmunicytochemistry). 

Retinal endothelial cells were incubated with or without (C) peroxynitrite (PN, 

100 µmol/L) or degraded peroxynitrite(dPN, 100 µmol/L) for 12 hours. The levels 

of VEGF protein were determined by immunocytochemistry. The results are 

expressed as the mean relative optical density ± SE ( error bar) for four separate 

experiments. * p<0.05-compared with control values. 
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Figure 7. Peroxynitrite effects on VEGF protein (Western blotting analysis). 

Retinal endothelial cells were incubated with or without (C) peroxynitrite (PN, 100 

µmol/L) or degraded peroxynitrite (dPN, 100 µmol/L) for 12 hours. The levels of 

VEGF protein were determined by western blotting analysis using an anti

VEGF15s antibody. The results are expressed as the mean relative optical density 

± SE (error bar) for three separate experiments. * p<0.001 compared with control 

values. 
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many of these diseases. Whether this is the cause or the result of the pathology has yet to 

be determined. However, increased VEGF and increased oxidative have been correlated 

with other cell types in the vessel. To determine if peroxynitrite can induce similar effects 

in other vessel cells, aortic smooth muscle cells were treated with 100 µmol/L 

peroxynitrite as described for BRECs. In an analysis of peroxynitrite-induced VEGF 

transcriptional activation, total cytosolic mRNA was isolated one hour after challange 

with peroxynitrite and quantitative real-time RT-PCR was performed. Figure 8, shows 

that there was a significant (p < 0.05, n = 3) increase in VEGF transcriptional activation 

that is approximately three fold increased over control and similar to that seen in BRECs. 

C. High Glucose Effects on Peroxynitrite Formation and VEGF mRNA and Protein 

Expression. 

1) Nitrotyrosine Assay for Peroxynitrite Formation 

Nitrotyrosine formation is increased in diabetic patients and animals. To 

determine if high glucose induces the formation of peroxynitrite i:p. BREC, a nitrotyrosine 

assay was done. Peroxynitrite rapidly i?teracts with free and protein-bound tyrosines. The 

formation of 3-nitrotyrosine is recognized as a spe~ific marker of peroxynitrite formation. 

BREC were treated with normal or high levels of glucose for 72 hours, or with 100 

µmol/L peroxynitrite for one hour as a positive control. The effects of these treatments 

were evaluated by immunoblotting analysis. As seen in Figure 9, peroxynitrite induced 

more than a six fold increase in nitrotyrosine levels versus normal glucose media ( 5 .5 
) 
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Figure 8. Peroxynitrite effects on VEGF mRNA. 

Aortic smooth muscle cells were incubated with or without (C) peroxynitrite (PN, 

100 µmol/L) for one hour. Total cytoplasmic RNA was isolated from cell lysates. 

RNA was reverse transcribed and quantitative real-time PCR was used to 

measure the relative levels of VEGF mRNA. Data are expressed as the percent 

of VEGF mRNA expression versus controls after normalization to the expression 

of the housekeeping gene ARP-1 ± SE (error bar) for four separate experiments. 

* p<0.05 compared with control values. 
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Figure 9. Peroxynitrite/high glucose effects on tyrosine nitration. 

Retinal endothelial cells were incubated with normal glucose (NG, 5.5 mmol/L) 

and high glucose (HG, 25 mmol/L) for 72 hours and -peroxynitrite (PN, 100 

µmol/L) for one hour. Cells were lysed, protein isolated and tyrosine nitration 

measured by spot blot analysis. Data are expressed as the percent of increase in 

relative optical density versus control ± SE (error bar) for five separate 

experiments.* p<0.05 compared with control values. 
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mmoVL) and high glucose (25 mmol/L) induce a 3 fold mcrease in nitrotyrosine 

formation, indicating the formation of peroxynitrite. 

2) VEGF mRNA Expression in High Glucose 

VEGF is increased in the retinas of diabetic patients. Several studies have shown 

that high levels of glucose increase the levels of VEGF mRNA in several cell types. 

However, this has not been s4own in retinal microvascular endothelial ~ells. In order to 

determine if high glucose induces increased VEGF mRNA in retinal endothelial cells, 

primary cultures of BREC were incubated for 72 hours in the presence of normal glucose 

levels (5.5 mmoVL) or high glucose levels (25 mmol/L). Quantitative real-time RT-PCR 

analysis of glucose effects on VEGF transcriptional activation showed that VEGF mRNA 

levels significantly increased in response to high glucose versus normal glucose 

(p<0.003) (Fig 10). Western blotting analysis showed that the high glucose treatment also 

caused a significant increase in VEGF protein levels (Fig. 11). 

3) Inhibition ofVEGF Protein Expression by Inhibition of Peroxynitrite 

To further evaluate the effects of high glucose on peroxynitrite formation, BREC 

were treated with normal and high glucose in the presence or absence of FeTPPS a 

selective scavenger and decomposition catalyst ofperoxynitrite. FeTPPS has been shown 

to catalytically isomerize peroxynitrite to nitrate in vivo and in vitro. Western blotting 

analysis was performed. As seen in Figure 11, the effect of high glucose in increasing 

VEGF protein expression was completely blocked by FeTPPS (p<0.05). 
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Figure 10. High glucose effects on VEGF mRNA expression. 

Retinal endothelial cells were incubated with normal glucose (NG, 5.5 mmol/L) or 

high glucose (H.G, 25 mmol/L) for 72 hours. Total cytoplasmic RNA was isolated 

from cell lysates. RNA was reverse transcribed and quantitative real-time PCR 

was used to measure the relative levels of VEGF mRNA. Data are ·expressed as 

the percent of VEGF mRNA expression versus controls (normalized to the 

expression of the housekeeping gene ARP-1) ± SE (error bar) for five separate 

experiments. * p<0.003 compared with control values. 
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Figure 11. High glucose effects on VEGF protein inhibited by FeTPPS. 

Retinal endothelial cells were incubated with normal glucose (NG, 5.5 mmol/L) as 

controls or high glucose (HG, 25 mmol/L) for 72 hours with or without 10 µmol/L 

FeTPPS. Cells were lysed in modified RIPA buffer and proteins analyzed by 

Western blotting analysis. Data are expressed as the relative optical density of 

VEGF versus control ± SE (error bar) for three separate experiments. * p<0.05 

compared with control values. 
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There was no difference between FeTPPs treated cells and those treated with normal 

glucose alone. 

Aim 2: Test the hypothesis that high glucose-induced peroxynitrite formation stimulates 

VEGF expression that is dependent on the transcription factor STAT3. 

A) Determine the direct effects of peroxynitrite on the activation of the VEGF 

transcription factors HIF-1 and STAT3. 

B) Determine ifperoxynitrite-induced VEGF transcriptional activation is STAT3 

dependent. 

C) Determine if high glucose-induced VEGF transcriptional activation is 

dependent on STAT3 and whether high glucose-induced peroxynitrite formation 

plays a role in the high glucose-induced activation of STAT3. 

A. Peroxynitrite Effects on VEGF Transcription Factors HIF-1 and STAT3. 

1) Peroxynitrite Effects of HIF-1 Stabilization 

The potential role of Hypoxia-inducible Factor-I (HIF-1) in peroxynitrite-induced 

VEGF transcription was examined. HIF-1 is a transcription factor, which regulates a 

number of genes in conditions of low oxygen tension, including the VEGF gene. To be 

activated, HIF-1 a, the inducible subunit of HIF-1, must undergo cytosolic stabilization 

and accumulation, which is followed by nuclea~ translocation. It is generally thought that 

this stabilization does not occur in the absence of hypoxia and that HIF-1 a is degraded. 

However, recent studies have shown that formation of reactive oxygen and nitrogen 
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species plays a role in the activation of HIF-la (Brune, et al., 2003). Therefore, to 

determine the effects of peroxynitrite on the regulation of Hif-1 a, endothelial cells were 

treated with 100 µmol/L peroxynitrite for 0, 5, 15, 30, and 60 minutes. As seen in Figure 

12, HIF-la mRNA is expressed and unaffected by peroxynitrite. Further, HIF-la protein 

was detected at very low levels in the total cell lysates, indicating that peroxynitrite did 

not stabilize or increase cytosolic levels of HIF-1 a protein. To activate transcription, Hif-

1 a must be translocated to the nucleus and bind the hypoxia response element in the 

promoter of its target genes (Kvietikova, et al., 1997). To determine if peroxynitrite 

induces nuclear translocation of HIF-1 a, nuclear proteins isolated from treated cells and 

levels of HIF-1 a within the nucleus were analyzed by immunoblotting. As seen in figure 

12B, HIF-la was not detected in the nucleus of the peroxynitrite treated cells. 

2) Peroxynitrite Effects of ST AT3 Activation 

ST AT proteins are a· class of latent cytoplasmic transcription factors that regulate 

the expression of genes involved in cellular growth induced by cytokines and growth 

factors. STAT3 is an important regulator of VEGF in angiogenesis (Osugi, et al., 2002; 

Wei, et al., 2003). Recently, we showed that VEGF autocrine expression is regulated by 

STAT3 in microvascular endothelial cells (Bartoli, et al., 2003). It has also been reported 

that ROS and drugs that induce oxidative stress can activate ST AT3 (Tacchini, et al., 

2002). To determine if STAT3 is activated by peroxynitrite, we treated endothelial cells 

with peroxynitrite and determined the effect on phosphorylation of STAT3 at tyrosine 

705, which is required for STAT3 activation (Kaptein, et al., 1996). These experiments 
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Figure 12. Peroxynitrite effects on HIF-1 a. 

Retinal endothelial cells were incubated with or without 100 µmol/L peroxynitrite 

up to 8 hours for mRNA analysis or 0, 5, 15, 30 or 60 minutes for analysis of 

protein stabilization or nuclear translocation. (A) The data are expressed as the 

percent of HIF-1 a mRNA levels versus controls (normalized to the housekeeping 

gene ARP-1) ± SE (error bar) for three separate experiments, p>0.05 compared 

with control values. (B) HIF-1 a cytosolic stabilization and nuclear translocation 

were determined by w·estern blotting analysis of cytosolic or nuclear proteins. 

Results are representative of three separate experiments. Cell lysates from cells 

treated with cobalt chloride (CoCl2, 150 µmol/L) for four hours were used as 

positive controls (C+ ). 
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showed that peroxynitrite ( 100 µmol/L) induced a significant increase in ST A T3 tyrosine 

phosphorylation within five minutes (Fig. 13A). When STAT proteins are activated by 

tyrosine phosphorylation they dimerize via their SH2 domains and are shuttled to the 

nucleus for transcriptional activation of target sequences (Gupta, et al., 1996). To test the 

effect ofperoxynitrite on nuclear translocation of STAT3 (Fig. lB), nuclear proteins were 

isolated from treated cells and nuclear levels of ST AT3 were determined by western 

immunoblotting analysis. These experiments showed that peroxynitrite increased nuclear 

levels of STAT3 within five minutes after stimulation. 

B. Dominant Negative Adenoviral Inhibition of Peroxynitrite-induced VEGF 

Transcriptional Activation. 

The above results suggest · that · ST AT3 and not HIF-1 is a mediator· of 

peroxynitrite-induced activation of VEGF transcription. To test whether STAT3 function 

is required for the peroxynitrite effect, a STAT3 DNA binding domain mutant from pEF

HAStat3D was subcloned into the pAdTrack-CMV vector in order to produce a 

dominant-negative adenovirus (AdSTAT3D). The pAdTrack-CMV vector drives 

expression of green florescent protein (GFP), which allows tracking of cell transduction 

levels. Endothelial cells were transduced with the adenovirus expressing GFP only or 

AdSTAT3D at an estimated multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 30 viral particles per cell. 

GFP expression was tracked for 12 hours at which time 95% or more of the cells were 
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Figure 13. Peroxynitrite effects on STAT3. 

Retinal ·endothelial cells were incubated with peroxynitrite (PN, 1 00µmol/L) for 0-

60 minutes. (A) STAT3 activation was determined by Western blotting analysis of 

total cell lysates using an antibody against phospho-tyrosine(705)-STAT3. Blots 

were re-probed with STAT3 antibody to demonstrate equal loading. (B) Nuclear 

tram~location of ST A T3 was determined by Western blotting analysis of isolated 

nuclear proteins with STAT3 antibody. All blots are representative of three 

separate experiments. 
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expressing GFP. Over-expression of dominant-negative STAT3 was verified by 

immunoblotting analysis using anti-HA and anti-STAT3 antibodies (Fig 14). The cells 

were switched to serum-free medium for 12 hours and then treated with or without 

ONoo- (100 µmol/L, 1 hr) and effects on VEGF mRNA were determined by 

qu~ntitative real-time PCR. Figure 15 shows that there was a significant peroxynitrite

induced increase in VEGF mRNA expression in cells expressing only GFP vs. control, 

whereas the peroxynitrite-induced increase in VEGF mRNA was'significantly blunted in 

cells transduced with AdSTAT3D. The levels of VEGF mRNA in cells transduced with 

AdSTAT3D, but not treated with peroxynitrite was no different from that in the untreated 

AdGFP transduced control cells. 

C. Effects of High Glucose-induced Peroxynitrite Formation on STAT3 Activation and 

Mediation of VEGF Transcriptional Activation. 

1) Effects oflnhibiting STAT3 Activity on High Glucose-induced VEGF Expression 

Over-expression of the negative mutant ST AT3 showed that peroxynitrite induced 

VEGF expression is STAT3 dependent. To test whether STAT3 function is required for 

the high glucose-induced transcriptional activation of VEGF, the STAT3 DNA binding 

domain mutant was used. Endothelial cells were switched to serum-free medium 

containing normal glucose (5.5 mmol/L) or high glucose (25 mmol/L) and transduced 

with the adenovirus expressing GFP only or AdST AT3D as previously described. After 

12 hours, GFP expression was tracked and was estimated to be expressed in 95% or more 

of the cells. The BRECs were rinsed in serum-free medium and fresh, serum-free high or 
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Figure 14. Dominant-negative STAT3 over-expression. 

Plasmids containing mutant and wild type STAT3 genes were used in the 

development of adenoviral vectors using the AdEasy System. Retinal endothelial 

cells were untreated, or transduced with adenovirus carrying the wild type STAT3 

(AdSTAT3WT), a DNA binding mutant (AdSTAT3D) or an adenovirus expressing 

green fluorescent protein (AdGFP) only. Western blotting analysis was performed 

using a anti-STAT3 antibody to determine if the vectors over-expressed STAT3 

wild type or negative mutant in retinal endothelial cells. 
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Figure 15. Dominant-negative STAT3 inhibition of peroxynitrite-induced VEGF 

mRNA. 

Retinal endothelial cells were transduced with adenoviral vectors expressing 

GFP (AdGFP), or a DNA binding mutant (AdSTAT3D) at a MOI of 30 viral 

particles per cell for twelve hours and observed for GFP expression. Cells 

transduction efficiency was estimated to be approximately 95%. Cells were then 

treated with or without peroxynitrite (PN, 100 µmol/L) for one hour. Total 

cytoplasmic RNA was isolated from cell lysates and reverse transcribed. 

Quantitative real-time PCR was used to measure the relative levels of VEGF 

mRNA. Data are expressed as the percent of VEGF mRNA expression versus 

controls (normalized to_ the expression of the housekeeping gene ARP-1) ± SE 

(error bar) for three separate experiments. * p<0.05 compared with control \ 

# 
values, p<0.05 versus AdGFP + PN. 
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normal glucose medium was added to the cultures. After 72 hours in the different glucose 

conditions, mRNA was determined by quantitative real-time PCR. · Figure 16 shows that 

there was a significant glucose-induced increase in VEGF mRNA (p<0.05< n =3) 

expression and that the increased VEGF expression was blocked by the dominant 

negative STAT3D. 

2) Analysis of the Effects ofFeTPPS on High Glucose-induced STAT3 Activation. 

To determine if high glucose-induced STAT3 activation involves peroxynitrite, 

the peroxynitrite scavenger and decomposition catalyst FeTPPS was used to treat BREC 

in the presence and absence of high · gluco~e. Cells were incubated in experimental 

glucose conditions with or without the inhibitor as described in the methods section. 

After 72 hours, cells were harvested for western blotting analysis. Figure 17 shows the 

representative results of three experiments. The densitometric analysis of the western 

blots shows that there was a significant increase in phosphorylation ( activation) of 

STAT3 (p < 0.01, n = 3) and that this effect was blocked by FeTPPS, indicating that the 

high glucose induced activation of ST AT3 is dependent on high glucose formation of 

peroxynitrite. 

D. Peroxynitrite effects on STAT3 in Vascular Smooth Muscle Cells 

To determine if peroxynitrite activated ST AT3 in smooth muscle cells, cells were 

grown as described and treated with a single bolus of peroxynitrite (100 µmol/L) for 

times of 0, 5, 15, 30 and 60 minutes. Cells were harvested for western blotting analysis 
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Figure 16. Dominant-negative STAT3 inhibition of high glucose-induced VEGF 

mRNA. 

Retinal endothelial cells were transduced with the negative mutant AdSTAT3D or 

the reporter AdGFP at an MOI of 39 as previously described, or were not 

transduced with any vector. The cells were then incubated in normal glucose 

(NG, 5.5 mmol/L) or high glucose (HG, 25 mmol/L) for 72 hours. Total 

cytoplasmic RNA was isolated from cell lysates and reverse transcribed. 

Quantitative real-time PCR was used to measure the relative levels of VEGF 

mRNA. Data are expressed as the percent of VEGF mRNA expression versus 

controls (normalized to the expression of the-,housekeeping gene ARP-1) ± SE 

(error bar) for three separate experiments. * = p<0.05 compared with control 
# 

values, p<0.05 versus HG+AdGFP. 
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Figure 17. FeTPPS inhibition of high glucose-induced STAT3 activation. 

Retinal endothelial cells pre-incubated with or without 10 µmol/L FeTPPS for one 

hour then in normal glucose (NG, 5.5 mmol/L) or high glucose (HG, 25 mmol/L) 

for 72 hours. Activation of STAT3 was determined by Western blotting analysis 

using anti-phospho-tyrosine(705)-STAT3 antibody. Results are expressed as the 

percent increase in relative optical density of PYST A T3/ST A T3 versus control ± 

SE (error bar) for three separate experiments. * = p<0.01 compared with control 

values. 
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and probed with anti-phospho-STAT3 antibody, stripped and reprobed with anti STAT3 

to demonstrate equal loading. Figure 18 is representative of three separate experiments. 

The activation of STAT3 in vascular smooth muscle cells follows the same pattern of 

activation as that seen in BRECs. These experiments suggests that peroxynitrite has 

similar effects of different cells of the vasculature. 

Aim 3: Test the hypothesis that cSrc mediates high glucose-induced VEGF expression 

and STAT3 activation by peroxynitrite. 

A) Determine whether Src kinase can mediate increased activation of STAT3 and 

VEGF Expression. 

B) If so, determine whether peroxynitrite and/or high glucose can activate Src 

C) Determine whether peroxynitrite and/or high glucose-induced increases in 

VEGF expression are Src kinase dependent. 

A. Effects of Constitutively Active Src Kinase on STAT3 Activation and VEGF 

Expression. 

Recent studies have revealed that pp60cSrc plays a role in hypoxia induced VEGF 

expression. It has also been established that in addition to the classical Janus activated 

kinase-mediated activation of STAT proteins, the non-receptor tyrosine kinase family, 

Src kinase, can directly phosphorylate and activate ST ATJ. In order to determine whether 

Src kinases play a role in the peroxynitrite and high glucose- induced expression of 

VEGF, an adenovirus over-expressing the constitutively active vSrc was used to 
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Figure 18. Peroxynitrite effects on STAT3 in aortic smooth muscle cells. 

Aortic smooth muscle cells incubated with peroxynitrite (1 00µmol/L) for 0-60 

minutes. The effects of peroxynitrite on STAT3 activation was determined by 

Western blotting analysis of total cell lysates using an antibody against phospho

tyrosine(705)-ST AT3. Blots were re-probed with anti-STAT3 antibody to 

demonstrate equal loading. The blot is representative of three separate 

experiments. 
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transduce BREC. Cells were switched to serum-free medium for 12 hours and incubated 

with the adenovirus (30 MOI) for an additional 12 hours~ at which time the cells were 

approximately 95% transduced. Twenty-:-four hours after the treatment with the 

adenovirus, cells were prepared for western blotting analysis. As seen in Figure· 19, vSrc 

over-expression induces an increased expression of VEGF versus adenovirus expressing 

only green fluorescent protein. Densitometric analysis of the western blots indicate a 

significant increase in VEGF protein expression (p < 0.02, n =3). The effect ofvSrc over

expression on activation STAT3 was also determined. BREC were treated the adenovirus 

· over-expressing vSrc as described _above. Western blotting analysis as seen in Figure 20, 

also shows that vSrc induced increased phosphorylation/activation of STAT3. 

Densitometric analysis after normalization for equal loading shows a significant (p < 

0.001, n = 3) increase in the activation of STAT3. 

B. The Effects of Peroxynitrite and High Glucose on the Activation of Src Kinase 

For STAT3 to be activated by Src kinase, Src must be activated by 

phosphorylation on tyrosine 418 in its SH2 (Src homology) domain. To further study the 

role of Src kinase in peroxynitrite and high glucose-induced increases in VEGF 

expression, BREC were prepared as described above. BREC were switched to serum-free 

medium for 12 to 18 hours before treatment with peroxynitrite. To determine the time of 

activation of Src, BREC were treated with peroxynitrite (100 µmol/L) for 0, 1, 5, and 15 

minutes. At the end of each time, cells were lysed and protein collected for western 

blotting analysis using anti-phospho (Y 418)-Src antibody. Figure 21 is representative of 
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Figure 19. vSrc effects on VEGF prote!n expression. 

Retinal endothelial cells were transduced with adenoviral vectors .expressing 

GFP (AdGFP) or vSrc (AdvSrc) at .an MOI of 30 for 12 hours. Cells were 

observed for GFP expression. Approximately 95% of cells expressed GFP. 

Expression of VEGF was determined by Western blotting analysis 24 hours after 

transduction. Results· are expressed as relative optical density of VEGF versus 

control ± SE (error bar) for three separate experiments. * = p<0.02 compared 

with control values. 
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Figure 20. vSrc effects on STAT3 activation. 

Retinal endothelial cells were transduced with adenoviral vectors expressing 

GFP (AdGFP) or vSrc (AdvSrc) at an MOI of 30 for 12 hours. Cells were 

observed for GFP expression. Approximately 95% of cells expressed GFP. 

Expression of VEGF was determined by Western blotting analysis 24 hours after 

transduction. Results are expressed as relative optical density of phospho

STAT3 versus control (normalized to STAT3) ± SE (error bar) for three separate 

experiments. * = p<0.001 compared with control values. 
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Figure 21. Peroxynitrite effects on Src kinase activation. 

Retinal endothelial cells incubated with peroxynitrite (1 00µmol/L) for 0-15 

minutes. The effects of peroxynitrite on cSrc activation was determined by 

Western blotting analysis of total cell lysates using an antibody against phospho

tyrosine(418)-cSrc. Blots were re-probed with an anti-actin antibody to 

demonstrate equal loading. The blot is representative of three separate 

experiments. 
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three separate experiments. These data show that Src kinase is activated within one 

minute after stimulation with peroxynitrite and that levels of phosphorylated Src kinase 

remain elevated for at least 15 minutes. Blots were stripped and re-probed with anti-~ 

actin to demonstrate equal loading. 

To determine whether high glucose induces the activation of Src kinase, BREC 

were treated with normal and high glucose for 72 hours followed by western blotting 

analysis of the Src activation at tyrosine 418. Because peroxynitrite activates Src kinase 

and high glucose appears to induce the formation of peroxynitrite, the effects of the 

peroxynitrite decomposition catalyst and scavenger FeTPPS was also tested on the high 

glucose-induced Src activation. Figure 22 shows that high_ glucose induces an increase in 

Src kinase phosphorylation. However, there is no increase in tyrosine 418 

phosphorylation in the group treated with high glucose and FeTPPS. Densitometric 

analysis of the western blots shows there is a significant increase in Src. kinase (p < 0.02, 

' . 

n = 3) activation versus normal glucose treatment. The assay also · shows that there is no 

significant increase in other groups. Inhibition of peroxynitrite by FeTPPS suggests that 

high glucose-induced peroxynitrite nitrite formation plays a role in the activation of Src 

kinase. 
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Figure 22. High glucose effects on Src kinase activation. . 

Retinal endothelial cells were incubated in normal glucose (NG, 5.5 mmol/L) or 

high glucose (HG, 25 mmol/L) for 72 hours in the presence or absence of the 

peroxynitrite decomposition catalyst FeTPPS. The effects of high glucose and 

FeTPPS on cSrc activation was determined by Western blotting analysis of total 

cell lysates using an antibody against phospho-tyrosine(418)-cSrc. Blots were re

probed with anti-actin antibody to demonstrate equal loading. Results are 

expressed as relative optical density of cSrc versus control (normalized to actin) 

± SE (error bar) for three separate experiments. * = p<0.02 compared with 

control values. 
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C. The effects of Src Kinase Inhibition on Peroxynitrite and High Glucose-induced 

Increase in VEGF Expression. 

To determine whether Src kinase plays a role in peroxynitrite and/or high glucose

induced VEGF expression, the Src family kinase inhibitor PP 1 was used to test whether 

VEGF expression in these conditions is dependent on Src kinase activity. BREC were 

treated as previously described with peroxynitrite for one hour. Peroxynitrite-induced 

VEGF transcriptional activation was assayed by quantitative real-time RT-PCR. Figure 

23 shows that peroxynitrite induce a significant increase (p < 0.001, n = 4) in VEGF 

mRNA. Further, the Src family kinase inhibitor PPl blocks the peroxynitrite-induced 

increase in mRNA. 

To further determine whether Src kinase mediates high glucose-induced VEGF 

expression, BREC were treated as preciously described in serum-free medium containing 

normal and high glucose in the presence and absence of PP 1.. Treated cells were 

incubated in experimental glucose conditions for 72 hours. Cells were then lysed, protein 

collected and western blotting analysis was performed. Figure 24 shows that high glucose 

induced an increase in VEGF protein versus normal glucose and PPl treated cells. 

Densitometric analysis of western blots showed a significant increase in VEGF protein (p 

< 0.02, n = 3) versus normal glucose. PPl blocked this increase and there was no 

difference between normal glucose versus PP 1 treated cells. 
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Figure 23. PP1 effects on peroxynitrite-induced VEGF mRNA. 

Retinal endothelial cells were pre-incubated for 30 minutes with the Src kinase 

inhibitor PP1 (50 µmol/L) then for one hour with 100 µmol/L peroxynitrite (PN). 

Total cytoplasmic RNA was isolated from cell lysates. RNA was reverse 

transcribed and quantitative real-time PCR was used to measure the relative 

levels of VEGF mRNA. Data are expressed as the percent of VEGF mRNA 

expression versus controls (C) (normalized to the housekeeping gene ARP-1) ± 

SE (error bar) for four separate experiments. * = p<0.001 compared with control 

values. 
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Figure 24. PP1 effects on high glucose-induced VEGF protein. 

Retinal endothelial cells were incubated with normal glucose (HG, 5.5 mmol/L) or 

high glucose (HG, 25 mmol/L) for 72 hours without or without PP1 (50 µmol/L). 

Levels of VEGF protein were determined by Western blotting analysis. Results 

are expressed as relative optical density of VEGF versus control± SE (error bar) 

for three separate experiments. * = p<0.02 compared with control values. 
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Finally, to determine whether the peroxynitrite-induced activation of STAT3 is 

dependent on the cSrc, serum-starved BRE cells were treated with exogenous 

peroxynitrite (100 µmol/L) for one hour in the presence or absence of the Src inhibitor 

PP 1. Cells were lysed and protein was isolated. Western blotting analysis was performed 

to determine STAT3 activation by phosphorylation on tyrosine 705 using an anti

phospho-STAT3 antibody. As seen in figure 25, inhibition of Src kinase with PPl 

completely blocked the peroxynitrite-induced activation of STAT3. 
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Figure 25. PP1 effects on peroxynitrite-induced STAT3 activation. 

Retinal endothelial cells were incubated with peroxynitrite (PN, 100 µmol/L) or 

without peroxynitrite as controls (C) for 5 minutes without or without PP1 (50 
~ 

µmol/L). Levels of phospho-STAT3 were determined by Western blotting 

analysis. The result shown is representative of four separate experiments. 
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Discussion 

The overall goal of this study was to define the molecular mechanisms of high 

glucose-induced expression of VEGF in retinal micro-vascular endothelial cells. Studies 

in vivo, using models of diabetes as well as ocular fluids and eyes from diabetic patients, 

have shown that the endothelial specific vascular permeability factor, VEGF, is over

expressed. These studies have also shown a strong correlation between proliferative 

diabetic retinopathy and increased levels of VEGF (Aiello, et al., 1994; Malecaze, et al., 

1994). Other studies show that VEGF over-expression is associated with 

· neovascularization in age-related· macula edema, and retinopathy of prematurity 

(Krzystolik, et al., 2002; Lopez, et al., 1996; Pierce, et al., 1995). Further, VEGF over

expression is detected in tumors and is associated with tumor angiogenesis, growth and 

metastasis (Takada, et al., 2004). 

Recent work indicates VEGF over-expression in both diabetic and non-diabetic 

angiogenic disease is correlated with the formation of reactive oxygen intermediates and 

increased oxidative stress. Diabetes-induced microvascular dysfunction is associated with 

pathways giving rise to reactive oxygen species (Maulik, et al., 1997; Nishikawa, et al., 

2000). Further, studies have shown that inhibitors of reactive oxygen species formation 

can ameliorate vascular injury and pathological angiogenesis (El-Remessy, et al., 2003; 
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Malafa, et al., 2002). Moreover, recent studies have shown that reactive oxygen and 

nitrogen. species can induce activation or stabilization of transcription factors that 

regulate VEGF expression (Brune, et al., 2003; Tacchini, et al., 2002). 

Several studies have shown that high glucose in vitro and hyperglycemia in 

diabetic rats is correlated with increased levels of 02 •- and •No and increased levels of 

eNOS and nNOS (Baines, et al., 2002; Cosentino, et al., 1997). Because •No 

bioavailability is decreased in disease progression, it is assumed that •No is scavenged 

by 0 2 •- to form peroxynitrite. This idea is supported by studies showing increased levels 

of protein tyrosine nitration (Turko, et al.·, 2002). It has been demonstrated that 

scavengers of 02 •- and ONOO- (SOD and uric acid) and the NOS inhibitor, L-NAME, 

can prevent the increased VEGF expression, lipid peroxidation and vascular permeability 

in models of diabetes (Baines, et al., 2002; El-Remessy, et al., 2003; Marumo, et al., 

1999). 

Peroxynitrite-induced alterations in intracellular signaling processes have been 

implicated in vascular dysfunction in various forms of cardiovascular disease and 

formation of the peroxynitrite biomarker, nitrotyrosine, has been observed in both 

diabetes and atherosclerosis. Over-expression of VEGF and increased oxidative stress 

also occur in both conditions and are correlated with disease progression. Previous 

studies have shown that peroxynitrite formation is correlated with increases in VEGF 

expression in models of tumor angiogenesis and that treatment of a mast cell tissue 

culture line with exogenous peroxynitrite is associated with increases in VEGF mRNA 

(Ambs, et al., 1998; Konopka, etal., 2001) 
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These data have led to the hypothesis that high glucose-induced VEGF over-

- expression in retinal microvascular endothelial cells is mediated by the formation of 

peroxynitrite. To test this hypothesis, experiments were performed to address three 

specific aims. Each aim is listed below, followed by a discussion of the results of the 

experiments used to carry out these aims. 

Aim 1: Test the hypothesis that high glucose induces VEGF expression in retinal 

microvascular endothelial cells via peroxynitrite. 

A) Determine effects of peroxyn_itrite on cell viability/cytotoxicity. 

B) Determine the direct effects of peroxynitrite on VEGF expression .in bovine 

retinal endothelial cells and other vascular cells. 

C) Determine the effects of high glucose on VEGF expression in bovine retinal 

endothelial cells and whether peroxynitrite plays a role in the high glucose

induced VEGF expression. 

This aim tested the hypothesis that high glucose induces the increased expression 

of VEGF in retinal microvascular endothelial cells via the reactive nitrogen species 

peroxynitrite. Our data show that treatment of primary cultures of vascular endothelial 

cells with exogenous peroxynitrite induces a time and dose dependent increase in the 

levels of VEGF mRNA which is followed by increases in VEGF protein formation. 

Treatment with peroxynitrite also increases VEGF expression in primary cultures of 

vascular ~mooth muscle cells, indicating that the effect applies to other vascular cell 

types. 
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Work in our lab and by others has shown that peroxynitrite is formed in diabetic 

patients and in models of diabetes as determined by protein tyrosine nitration and 

detection of nitrate (Ceriello, et al., 2001; El-Remessy, et al., 2003; Zou, et al., 2002). 

Here we show that high glucose (25 mmol/L) treatment of BREC for 72 hours causes a 

three fold increase in tyrosine nitration over control cells. Tyrosine nitration in BREC 

treated with 100 µmol/L peroxynitrite was more than two fold greater than that induced 

by high glucose. Other groups have shown that peroxynitrite formation in diabetes leads 

to endothelial cell apoptosis (Da Ros, et al., 2004; Zou, et al., 2002). This may indicate 

that ONOO- plays a role in vascular dysfunction in diabetes due to its toxic effect. In this 

study we have shown that treatment with exogenous peroxynitrite (up to 200 µmol/L for 

6-24 hrs.), had no acute cytotoxic effects on BREC. Thus peroxynitrite effects could be 

variable based on the time of exposure and dose. 

The maximum increase in VEGF expression occurred with peroxynitrite 

treatment for one hour at a concentration of 100 µmol/L. While this concentration 

exceeds that which is likely to occur intracellularly during either physiological or 

pathophysiological conditions, this is not surprising because the half~life of peroxynitrite 

at pH 7.4 is on the order of seconds (Beckman, et al., 1994). Both exposure time and 

concentration of exogenous peroxynitrite are critical determinants for mimicking the 

effects of endogenous peroxynitrite. Thus, much higher concentrations of exogenous 

peroxynitrite may be needed to achieve biological responses similar to those seen with 

endogenous peroxynitrite, which is continuously produced at low concentrations. Further 

studies with low levels of sustained peroxynitrite production that produce comparable 
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levels of tyrosine nitration as high glucose should be performed to more accurately 

compare the effects versus those of high glucose. 

Protein tyrosine nitration, is a post translational modification of proteins 

found in a · number of settings of cardiovascular disease, including diabetes 

(Greenacre, et aL, 2001), and is an established marker of peroxynitrite formation 

and activity. The primary effect of tyrosine nitration has been thought to result in 

protein inhibition by loss of function (Ischiropoulos, 1998). Several studies have 

shown that hyperglycemia-induced the formation of peroxynitrite in diabetes leads to 

endothelial dysfunction through tyrosine nitration-induced apoptosis (Ceriello, et al., 

2002; Zou, et al., 2002). Others have shown that hyperglycemia-induced cell death occurs 

due to blockage of glycolysis and that disrupting mitochondrial electron transport 

associated with peroxynitrite-induced DNA dai:nage (Da Ros, et al., 2004; Ying, et al., 

2003). However, recent work suggests that peroxynitrite can also induce a gain of 

function such as irreversible activation of kinase activity as has been 

demonstrated in Src kinase family proteins (Mallozzi, et al., 2001) Constitutive 

Src kinase activity has been suggested to play a role in activation of transcription 

factors that regulate VEGF expression in tumor angiogenesis (Garcia, et al., 

2001; Niu, et al., 2002; Niu, et al., 2002). Our studies performed in aim 3 

suggest that this process may be involved in the high glucose/peroxynitrite 

effects on VEGF formation in retinal endothelial cells (see below). 

Previous studies have shown that high glucose can induce increased VEGF 

mRNA in kidney mesangial cells, vascular smooth muscle cells and retinal pericytes 

(Amano, et al., 2002; Hata, et al., 2000; Kim, et al., 2000; Natarajan, et al., 1997). This 
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study shows that high glucose increases VEGF mRNA and VEGF protein in BREC in 72 

hours. Further, we show that decomposition of peroxynitrite by the specific peroxynitrite 

decomposition catalyst FeTPPS significantly inhibits high glucose-induced VEGF protein 

expression indicating that peroxynitrite plays direct role in high glucose-induced VEGF 

expression. This study _is the first to show that peroxynitrite plays a direct role in VEGF 

expression. Moreover, work in our lab indicating that hyperglycemia in an in vivo model 

of diabetes induces tyrosine nitration associated with vascular dysfunction that is blocked 

by the inhibitor of NOS L-NAME and peroxynitrite scavenger uric acid (El-Remessy, et 

al., 20_03) further supports our hypothesis that VEGF over-expression in high glucose is 

mediated by peroxynitrite. 

Aim 2: Test the hypothesis that high glucose-induced peroxynitrite formation stimulates 

VEGF expression that is dependent on the transcription factor ST AT3. 

A) Determine the direct effects of peroxynitrite on the activation of the VEGF 

transcription factors HIF-1 and ST AT3 . 

. B) Determine if peroxynitrite-induced VEGF transcriptional activation is STAT3 

dependent. 

C) Determine if high glucose-induced VEGF transcriptional activation is 

dependent on STAT3 and whether high glucose-induced peroxynitrite formation 

plays a role in the high glucose-induced activation of STAT3. 

This aim tested the hypothesis_ that high gluc~se-induced peroxynitrite formation 

stimulates VEGF expression that is dependent on the transcription factor STAT3. To 
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understand the molecular mechanisms of peroxynitrite-induced VEGF expression, assays 

were performed to analyze the activation of two VEGF transcriptional regulators: STAT3 

and HIF-1. These data demonstrated that peroxynitrite induces the activation of ST AT3 

and that ST AT3 activation is required for the effect of peroxynitrite in stimulating VEGF 

expression. While ST AT3 has been shown to be activated in hemorrhagic shock 

associated with peroxynitrite and inflammatory responses, previous work suggested that 

it is the induction of IL-6 that is responsible for STAT3 activation (Szabo, et al., 1999). 

The ST AT protein family of latent cytoplasmic transcription factors was originally 

thought to provide selective signaling because each member was activated by a different 

cytokine receptor. However, STAT3 is now known to be activated by a number of 

cytokines, growth factors and oncogenes and to participate in different signal pathways in 

different cell types (Levy, et al., 2002). Experiments in our lab have recently shown that 

activation of ST AT .-3 plays an important role ,in the autocrine induction of VEGF 

expression in microvascular endothelial cells (Bartoli, et al., 2003). VEGF has also been 

shown to induce STAT3 phosphorylation in aortic endothelial cells (without nuclear 

translocation) and CD34+ hematopoietic progenitor ce~ls (Bartoli,. et al.; 2003; Ye, et al., 

2004). Others have shown that STAT3 is activated in a wide variety of cancers and that 

its activation is associated with increases in · both VEGF expression and tumor 

angiogenesis (Nfo, et al., 2002). The present findings suggest that ST AT3 has a key role 

in ONOO- mediated transcription of VEGF in microvascular disease. Studies in animal 

models are necessary to test this possibility. 

Here we have shown that ONOO- causes STAT3 activation as indicated by its 

tyrosine phosphorylation and nuclear translocation and that over-expression of dominant 
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negative STAT3 inhibits ONOO--induced VEGF expression. The negative mutant 

blocked most of the increase· in VEGF mRNA formation. However, the mRNA levels 

were slightly higher than the control levels. There are several possible reasons: 1) Since 

STAT3 is a latent cytoplasmic transcription factor sufficient numbers of the molecule 

may have been present in the cytosol to become phosphorylated, translocate to the 

nucleus and bind the VEGF promoter. 2) The negative mutant is a DNA binding mutant 

that is capable of being phosphorylated and thus competes for kinase activity while being 

unable to bind the SIB sequence in the VEGF promoter. Though the virus transduction 

was estimated to be at least 95% efficient by visual observation of_ the expression of 

green fluorescent protein (GFP), it was clear that while some cells were expressing high 

amounts of GFP and many others expressed very small amounts. It is possible that the 

amount of dominant negative STAT3 in these cells was· not sufficient to out compete the 

latent wild type STAT3. 3) mRNA stability is another important issue. Increases in 

mRNA may be associated with decreased degradation or stabilization and this process 

could account for the increase in mRNA levels. VEGF mRNA has a half-life of 15·to 30 

min. Recent studies in various cell types has been demonstrated that increased VEGF 

mRNA in conditions of H2O2 formation and hypoxia reflect some degree of inhibition of 

mRNA degradation rather than increased transcription (Kuroki, et al., 1996; Levy, et al., 

1996). It is known for instance that hypoxia induces a 12 fold increase in steady state 

VEGF mRNA and that transcription only accounts for a 3.1 fold increase (Levy, et al., 

1996). Additional studies using transcription inhibitors like Actinomycin D and nuclear 

run-on assay are needed to determine relative rates of transcription versus mRNA 

stabilization. Peroxynitrite and high glucose induce an approximately 4 fold increase in 
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VEGF mRNA and over-expression of dominant negative STAT3 inhibits as much as 

70% of the increase, suggesting that at least that amount of the increase is due to 

transcription. 

These studies also showed that high glucose induced increases in VEGF mRNA 

expression are inhibited by the over expression of dominant negative ST AT3. There is a 

similar problem with incomplete inhibition of the high glucose induced VEGF mRNA 

expression to that seen in the peroxynitrite studies. In addition, this experiment should be 

repeated with the AdGFP as the control to exclude any differences induced by the viral 

transduction. Moreover, the data showed that peroxynitrite decomposition catalyst 

FeTPPS inhibited high glucose-induced STAT3 activation. These data suggest that 

ONOO--mediated activation of STAT3 could have ~ key role in triggering the up

regulation of VEGF expression in diabetic microangiopathy. Studies are now in progress 

using animal and tissue culture models of diabetes to test this hypothesis. 

Experiments also showed that the peroxynitrite treatment had no effect on either 

the gene expression, cytosolic stability, or nuclear translocation of HIF-1, indicating that 

activation of HIF-1 probably does not play a role in the peroxynitrite-induced increase in 

expression of VEGF. Low oxygen tension is known to stimulate cells to express VEGF 

by inducing HIF-1 cytosolic accumulation and nuclear translocation. Recent studies have 

suggested that HIF-1 can be activated in normoxic conditions by various reactive oxygen 

or nitrogen species (Brune, et al., 2003; Sandau, et al., 2001). These previous studies 

suggest that oi9- and •No can independently induce HIF-1 stabilization. It is interesting 

that contemporaneous production of these radicals (Brune, et al., 2003; Sandau, et al., 

2001 ), which could favor peroxynitrite formation, failed to induce HIF-1 stabilization. 
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This is consistent with our finding that peroxynitrite treatment did not lead to HIF-1 a 

stabilization in the cytosol or accumulation in the nucleus. 

Aim 3: Test the hypothesis that cSrc mediates high glucose-induced VEGF expression 

and STAT3 activation by peroxynitrite. 

A) Determine whether Src kinase can mediate increased activation of ST AT3 and 

VEGF Expression. . 

B) If so, determine whether peroxynitrite and /or high glucose can activate Src 

C) Determine whether peroxynitrite and/or high glucose-induced increases in 

VEGF expression are Src kinase dependent. 

This aim tested the hypothesis that the mediator of high glucose and peroxynitrite 

induced activation of ST AT3 and VEGF gene expression was cSrc, a non-receptor 

tyrosine kinase. Recent studies have shown that oxidative stress can activate ST AT3 by 

phosphorylation of tyrosine 705 within its activation domain. Furthermore, studies of the 

effects of oxidative stress on tyrosine kinase activity have shown that receptor and non

receptor tyrosine kinases which can directly interact with and activate ST AT3 can also be 

activated by ONOO--induced phosphorylation or tyrosine nitration (Mallozzi, et al., 

2001; Niu, et al., 2002). Data in the present study have shown that a constitutively active 

Src (vSrc) can induce the activation of STAT3 by tyrosine phosphorylation and increase 

the protein expression of VEGF. This is supported by previous studies in which stimuli 

that increase VEGF expression can be mediated by Src kinase (Josko, et al., 2004; 

Sounni, et al., 2004). 
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In the experiments with peroxynitrite, STAT3 activation as shown by tyrosine 

phosphorylation and nuclear translocation occurred within five minutes of stimulation. 

Our studies in this aim showed that cSrc was activated within one minute after ONOO

treatment as indicated by the phosphorylation on tyrosine 418 in its activation domain. 

This result suggests that Src activation is upstream of ST AT3 activation. The data also 

showed that high glucose could also induce activation of cSrc. Moreover, pretreatment of 

the cells with FeTPPS blocked the high glucose effects, suggesting that high glucose 

activation of cSrc involves the formation of peroxynitrite. How peroxynitrite activates 

cSrc is not understood. Previous studies have suggested that crosslinking of tyrosine 

kinase receptors such as EGFR and PDGFR could activate cSrc. However, as stated 

above direct effects of peroxynitrite can cause nitration of tyrosine 418 and induce 

activation. 

These studies further showed that a direct effect of exogenous peroxynitrite is to 

induce VEGF mRNA formation through cSrc. The Src kinase inhibitor PPl completely 

blocked VEGF mRNA formation. Moreover, high glucose increased VEGF protein 

expression that was completely inhibited by pretreatment with PPL Together these 

studies suggest that cSrc is an important mediator of high glucose and peroxynitrite

induced ST AT3 activation and VEGF gene activation and protein expression. 
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Summary 

The results of these studies have shown for the first time that high glucose 

stimulates the expression of VEGF by a mechanism of peroxynitrite-mediated activation 

of ST AT3 and involving the activation of cSrc (Fig. 26). Increased expression of vascular 

endothelial growth factor (VEGF) has been correlated with increased oxidative stress and 

formation of peroxynitrite in numerous cardiovascular disease conditions including 

diabetic microangiopathy and atherosclerosis. High glucose-induced formation of 

reactive oxygen species is known to stimulate VEGF expression, but the molecular 

mechanisms leading to this effect had not been shown previously. This study showed that 

exogenous peroxynitrite treatments of retinal endothelial cells induced a seven-fold 

increase in protein tyrosine nitration versus untreated controls. However, the results of a 

cell viability assay suggest there is no acute cytotoxic effect of peroxynitrite within the 

first 24 hours of treatment. The peroxynitrite treatment also induced time and dose 

dependent increases in VEGF mR.NA and protein. 

High glucose treatment of retinal endothelial cells at levels approximately 

equivalent to those in diabetic conditions induced a three-fold increase in protein tyrosine 

nitration. This suggests that a significant increase in peroxynitrite formation occurs due to 

increased glucose levels. The high glucose treatment also stimulated a four-fold increase 

in VEGF mRNA levels and a 2.5 fold increase in VEGF protein expression which was 

completely blocked by the peroxynitrite decomposition catalyst FeTPPS. These data are 
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Figure 26. Final Hypothesis 

Drawing depicts the molecular mechanisms of high glucose-induced VEGF 

expression in retinal endothelial cells as determined by the experiments in this 

study. 
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the first to show that peroxynitrite can directly stimulate VEGF expression m 

microvascular. endothelial cells and that in vitro induction of VEGF mRNA and protein 

expression can be inhibited by direct inhibition of peroxynitrite. 

To elucidate the molecular mechanisms of high glucose- and peroxynitrite

induced increases in VEGF mRNA and protein, the· effects of these treatments on 

activation of two recognized VEGF transcription factors HIF-1 and STAT3 were 

analyzed. The studies showed that the classical VEGF transcription.factor HIF-1 was not 

activated by peroxynitrite. HIP-la mRNA was not induced. HIP-la protein was not 

stabilized and was not translocated to the nucleus. These results suggest that HIF-1 does 

not play a role in peroxynitrite-induced increases ofVEGF mRNA and protein. However, 

in contrast with these HIF-1 results, peroxynitrite induced activation of ST AT3 as shown 

by rapid increases in its tyrosine phosphorylation and nuclear translocation. High glucose 

also induced the activation of ST AT3 as indicated by its tyrosine phosphorylation and 

nuclear translocation. B_oth effects were blocked by FeTPPS, indicating the involvement 

of peroxynitrite in the high glucose effect. 

To further confirm the role of ST AT3 ,in the induction of VEGF expression, an 

adenovirus over-expressing a dominant negative (DNA binding mutant) STAT3 was 

constructed. Cultured retinal endothelial cells were transduced with the adenovirus 

(AdSTAT3D) and treated with peroxynitrite or high glucose. The results showed both 

peroxynitrite and high glucose induced increased levels of VEGF mRNA, which were 

abrogated by over-expression of dominant negative STAT3, indicating that STAT3 DNA 

binding and transcriptional activation is required for high glucose and peroxynitrite-
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induced VEGF expression. This study is the first to show that VEGF expression in 

conditions_ of high glucose is mediated by STAT3. It is also the first to show that 

peroxynitrite and high glucose-induced peroxynitrite formation directly activate STAT3. 

These results suggest a specific molecular role of ST AT3 in VEGF over-expression and 

disease progression in diabetic retinopathy. 

To further explore the molecular mechanisms of high glucose- and peroxynitrite

induced increases in VEGF, the role of cSrc was studied. Adenovirus transduction of 

retinal endothelial cells with constitutively active vSrc induced increases in VEGF 

protein levels and in ST AT3 activation, suggesting that activation of cSrc may play a role 

in the induction of VEGF expression by ST A T3. Indeed, peroxynitrite induced the 

activation of cSrc in one minute. The effect of peroxynitrite in stimulating VEGF 

expression was blocked by PP 1, a specific inhibitor of Src kinases,' demonstrating a direct 

role of cSrc in peroxynitrite-induced VEGF mRNA expression. Further evidence of cSrc 

participation in VEGF expression was provided by the effects of high glucose-induced 

increases in VEGF protein and by the fact that PP 1 inhibited the ability of high glucose to 

in stimulate cSrc activation. Further, the high glucose effect on cSrc activation _ was 

completely inhibited by FeTPPS, suggesting that· high glucose-induced peroxynitrite 

formation plays a role in cSrc activation. This study is the first to show that VEGF 

expression in conditions of high glucose is mediated by cSrc. It is also the first to show 

that high glucose-induced peroxynitrite formation activates cSrc, suggesting a specific 

molecular role of cSrc in VEGF over-expression and disease progression in diabetic 

retinopathy and atherosclerosis. 
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Taken together, our results suggest that high glucose-induced peroxynitrite 

formation plays a role in VEGF over-expression in microvascular retinal endothelial cells 

and that this effect is mediated by ST AT3. Activation of cSrc in these conditions and data 

showing that inhibition of Src kinase activity normalizes VEGF expression suggests that 

cSrc plays a role in the activation of ST AT3 in these conditions. 

Ocular complications of diabetes involve increased levels of VEGF, increased 

oxidative stress associated with the increased formation peroxynitrite and pathologic 

growth of retinal microvessels, all driven by diabetes-induced increases in blood glucose 

levels. The findings of this study suggest that high glucose-induced formation of 

J peroxynitrite is a primary activator of t~e molecular events that result in increased 

expression of VEGF. cSrc appears to be a mediator of the peroxynitrite induced 

activation of STAT3 and transcriptional upregulation of VEGF. Clinical trials are 

currently investigating the effects of VEGF scavengers and VEGF receptor antagonists. 

Attempts to control VEGF over-expression with antioxidants have not proven 

satisfactory. Perhaps more targeted drugs such as FeTPPS that act directly on 

peroxynitrite will give improved results. Further studies need to be performed to 

determine the upstream and downstream mediators of cSrc activity to determine if these 

are appropriate targets to alter the glucose/ oxidative effect of diabetes. 
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